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When you need a saddle you can depend on for all-day comfort and safe performance,  
the WLC-700 rises to the occasion. Premium quality materials pair with reliable 
craftsmanship, ensuring this is the saddle you’ll reach for time and time again.

WLC-700 SADDLE

HANDCRAFTED
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 THE USA
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Our cover picture this issue is by Marc Daviet 
and features a climber from Champier 
working near Annecy in France. In the 

foreground is the Petzl Eject friction saving anchor 
system. The Petzl Eject is an excellent option for 
rope rigging and something we've been using 
since its introduction last year so it will be 
covered in depth in our review in issue 21. It is 
comprised of a 1.5 or 2.5m/60or120" double 
thickness webbing which can be replaced 
for about £$€15, a length adjuster (1) and a 
larger anchor module (2) which connects to 
the anchor webbing via a releasable metal 

hook at the top (3) and to your rope via a pulley sheave 
at the bottom (4). The webbing passes around your 
anchor and through the adjuster at (1). The web eye 
then passes through (5) and connects onto the hook at (3) 
which you release using the button (6), feeds through the 
web eye and then snaps back firmly into place. The other 
end of the webbing is secured to the load module (2). 

Your climbing rope is threaded over the pulley (4) and 
through the body where the spring release pin (6) rests 
on it. The rope end goes on out to be connected to your 
harness system for DdRT/MRS or for SRT/SRS it is tied off 
with a blocking knot or run down to a ground anchor. 
When you're finished, you tie a Petzl-supplied retrieval 
ball (7) to one end of your rope, to the soft eye or to the tail 
of the rope (more on that in the review). This is then pulled 
through the anchor module (2) and passed the release pin (6) 
which is then free to spring down to the bottom of its channel in 
the frame. This enables the retrieval ball to push against it as you 
continue pulling the rope which releases the top hook (3) and therefore 
the webbing which then unravels from its anchor.

Without wishing to pre-empt our review of the Eject in the next issue 
we feel it prudent to point out a couple of safety considerations which 
will be duplicated and expanded upon in that review. Firstly when 
cinching up the adjuster you can minimise load on the pin (5) by keeping 
the exit angle as shallow as possible rather than cinch it right up to the 
branch or trunk and create a 90 degree or more web exit angle – in the 
picture far right for instance the webbing goes through the adjuster with 
a gentle <120 degree angle – perfect. It's not that the adjuster can't 
take whatever load you put on it at whatever angle, but minimising 
the load you subject it to will always be safer; you never know when 
an unexpected or dynamic load might affect your work system. Some 
will say they are cinching it right up tight to minimise rotation but in 
practice this is neither necessary or indeed a reality since the adjuster 
will generally centralise to your load anyway. The main safety concern is 
during retrieval. Anyone that has used it will have figured this out after 
first use but for those using it for the first time.....The supplied retrieval 
'ball' works really well in releasing the Eject from the anchor webbing 
and thus from the tree but it's then a freefalling weight that you don't 
want to be smashing into the ground, your face or anything else it 
shouldn't. At the time of installation you need to incorporate a method 
to control that freefall and instead lower it in a controlled manner – you 
can do this with a throwline or a second rope, just make sure that it 
doesn't adversely affect your rope work or cutting.

PETZL SAYS:... Adjustable friction saver 
for tree care that is easily retrievable from 

the ground and has an integrated pulley

Designed for tree care, the EJECT friction saver 
allows the work rope to be set up, without damaging 
the tree, even in narrow forks. It offers multiple setup 
configurations on one or two branches and has an 
adjuster that allows precise length adjustment of  
the friction saver. Rope ascents and movement 

in the tree are optimized, thanks to the high-
efficiency pulley which facilitates rope glide 

at the anchor. The included retrieval ball 
makes the system easily retrievable 

from the ground. 

SPECIFICATIONS
MBS:            25kN / 5620 lbf
MAX LOAD: 250kg /551 lb
CERT:           CE EN 795 B, 
                     CE EN 12278,  
                     EAC, TS 16415
WEIGHT:      490 g / 1.1 lb
MIN. ROPE:  11mm 7/16"
MAX. ROPE: 13mm 1/2"
SHEAVE:       sealed bearings
SHEAVE DIAM: 28mm 1.1"
EFFICIENCY: 95 %
COST:           £230/$250/€240
WEB:            petzl.com

PETZLPETZL
EJECTEJECT
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CAMBIUM/FRICTION-SAVERCAMBIUM/FRICTION-SAVER
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HIGH PERFORMING LOWERING AND CLIMBING LINES
MADE FROM SUSTAINABLE MATERIALS
CLIMBING LINES NOW AVAILABLE WITH LOW PROFILE SPLICED EYES

Search for your local stockist:  
marlowropes.com/suppliers
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[ED: Meanwhile, in the US, Notch's 
slightly larger Taiwanese-made 3/4" 
Rigging Spring Block, somewhere 
between DMM's S and XS ...(names 
people, give 'em names!)] ...the 
Notch 3/4" Rigging Spring Block is a 
rigorously tested high-quality block 
that rivals the DMM Impact Blocks for a 
fraction of the price. The side plates are 
hot-forged aluminum for max strength 
and rope-friendly rounded edges with 
a high-wall design that protects your 
rope and sling from touching the 
tree. The precision CNC machined 
aluminum sheaves have a wide bend 
radius to reduce the rope strength 
lost when bending. The low-profile 
spring pin lock features a secure, 
two-stage locking motion with a 
spring that allows you to lock and 
unlock your block easily while wearing 
gloves. MBS: 150kN      Max Rope: 19mm/ 3/4" 
Max Web 28mm/ 1.25"    COST £170/$250

FRFRENENCHCH 
STUFFfrom 
[ED: Plenty of new kit at this time of 
the year, though noticeably less than 
usual from just about every company 
due to the universal Covid effect. We 
are at last able to talk about the least 
well kept secret in the climbing world 
that is Petzl's new 2022 products 
having already been trialled or fondled 
by half of the arborist world but first a word from our second 
best buds in France, the arboreally specialist FTC as to who 
they are and what they've got (we owe 'em for their excellent 
assistance with our French articles!]
For years now, FTC has been designing, developing and selling 
products for verticality professions, in particular for arborists. 
We do our best to come up with innovative products and bring 
efficient solutions to tree climbers. Our aim is to improve the 
safety and comfort of users in order to increase work quality 
and efficiency. From an idea discussed under a tree until the 
product is commercialised, the long phase of prototyping and 
development is managed by our team of two engineers and 
four arborists. They embody FTC’s motto: “By arborists, for 
arborists.” This process is completed by exchanges with our 
testers throughout the world because no two arborists have  
the same work methods.

All this allows us to develop quality products adapted  
to tree climber work and export it worldwide to our  
numerous distributors, who appreciate and trust our products.
A few examples of our best sellers, in our rigging range: 
• The TRANSFORMEUR (above) is a rigging system that is 
unique, its modularity offering many configurations to adapt 
it to any work situation. It is the only system that can hold at 
the same time one or two rigging devices (Mini-Cylindres) as 
well as a manual Winch. Depending on the configuration, the 
breaking strength can go up to 100 kN. It is easily set up and can 
be used with ropes from diameter 10 to 18 mm.
• Our KATUALI rigging rope (pic top-left) is a perfect match 
for the Transformeur, with great MBS and one of the highest 
diameter/strength ratios. It is made of polyester, a very flexible 
rope with little elongation, and still better, it is easy to splice. The 
Katuali is available in diameters 10, 12, 14, 16 and 18 mm.
We also have a great throwgear range, for instance:
• The new MÉTÉOR 2 throwbag (pic above-right), a precise 
bag, dynamic and easy to work with in the tree top, due to its 
compact and streamline shape. It is composed of a metallic 
core (no lead) and a bi-density polymer shell, resulting in 
a great strength and a longer lasting product. It comes in a 
large range, from 225 g to 385 g (7.9 to 13.6 oz), with visible 
colours so that they are easy to spot in trees.
• PULSAR is our new, 500g/17.6 oz vivid orange rigging 
weight is not for throwing (pic right & top) ). It was designed 
to manipulate the throwline and optimise the rope 
position in the tree, or to be used as ballast for the 
access rope. It has a similar design as the Météor 2, is 
very strong and easy to work with.
• The STIFFLINE, a very flexible and light throwline 
made of Dyneema, has a great lifespan. Its nylon 
core gives a stiffness that limits the coiling 
and helps throwing further. It comes in 
diameters 1.6 and 1.8 mm.
• The MATRIOSAC is a round, foldable 
bag that can hold throwlines and 
throwbags. The concept is inspired by 
the Matriochkas, the Russian dolls that 
fit into each other. It has been designed 
to protect gear from moisture with a 
mesh top and a reinforced waterproof 
bottom. It can be folded and needs 
little space for transport and storage. 
www.ftc-tree.com

wesspur.com/cablingwesspur.com/cabling

Dynamic
Cabling
Supplies
Great gear, great prices, 

great service!

www.arbclimber.comwww.arbclimber.com

[ED: Generally seen as the Rolls-Royce of 
impact pulleys, DMM has introduced its 
smallest model yet but it's not unopposed 
because Welsh compatriot ISC has a new 

range of pulleys and Notch already 
offers a cheaper option]: In addition 
to extremely efficient, oversize 
ballbearings and highly evolved 

fairlead flares, the Welsh-made 
XS's sheave is integrated with the 

side plates to ensure seamless 
transitions for your rigging 
line, while the all-new hollow 
axle design facilitates complex 

rigging configurations and allows 
for maintenance such as servicing of 

the bearings or replacement of the sheave. Validated 
for long term use in the toughest of environments with the most 
demanding of operators, robustness and resilience are already 
proven. Wt: 708g/ 25oz   MBS: 100kN   Max Rope: 16mm/ 5/8" 
Max b 20mm/ 3/4" Dimensions:137x82x55mm/5.4x3.3x2.2"  
Cost: £350/$450/€380

www.dmmwales.com

www.notchequipment.com

 DMMDMM      NotchNotch
 IMPACT BLOCKS
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ED: It feels like we're late to the 
party announcing these Petzl 

items because we weren't 
allowed to mention them 
in the previous issue but 
we did sneak the new but 
as yet unimaginatively named 
Twin Release, a version of their 
Spin swivel pulleys into our recent 
ACCESS&RESCUE Emag#47. This is a 
double sheave, progress-capture swivel 
pulley with separately accessible pulley 
sheave, one-way faceted sheave and an 
additional friction plate on the gold outer 
plate. It also has an integral load-release 
handle. As you would expect, all of 

the new pulleys are very fine pieces of kit 
which all feature a super-safe, one-handed, 
3-stage, side plate release- we're reviewing 
the regular spin pulleys at the moment for 

a forthcoming edition of ArbClimber. Petzl also 
has a gated-swivel version of the spin (pic above) 
and a double pulley carriage called the Reeve (pic 
below) which is aimed at rescue but with more and 
more arborists discovering the efficiency of ziplines 
maybe you'll be looking at 
dropping and shifting larger 
and larger sections!

Away from metal 
hardware there are  
new bucketbags, duffel 
bags (reviewed in 
TECHNICAL RESCUE#80) 
and two new 23kN 
Treesbee friction 
savers (pic right) with 
galvanised steel rings 
that will fit up to  
a 13mm (1/2") spliced 
eye and available as  
90 and 120cm 
(35-47") lengths.  
www.petzl.com

PETZL SPIN S1 TWIN 
RELEASE

REEVE

Weight 180g 800g 620g

Sheave (Type) 25mm (Bearing) 38mm (Bearing) 38mm (Bearing)

Rope Diam 7-11mm 8-13mm 7-13mm

WLL 2x2.5kN=5kN 280kg 4x2kn=8kN

MBS 23kN 36kN 36kN

Certs CE, NFPA, UIAA CE, NFPA, ANSI* CE, NFPA
* as part of haul 

system

PETZLPETZL in 2022

www.arbclimber.comwww.arbclimber.com

We like a challenge at Arbortec – we 
wanted to produce a boot unlike 
any other. A boot that will combine 
everything an arborist needs in one 
efficient package.

The result?........The Kayo
The Kayo chainsaw boots are a 

new generation of technical 
chainsaw boots designed to 

be the perfect footwear 
suitable for work 

in a variety of 
settings.

The key 
features of 
this boot 

are its shape 
and height. The 

low-cut style includes a chainsaw protected gator and tongue, 
tailored perfectly for the professional chainsaw user.

The upper body of the boot is handcrafted using premium 
leathers, laminated with chainsaw protective materials and 

a waterproof membrane. 
Our signature BreatheDry 
system ensures the boots are 
waterproof and highly breathable 
making the working day more 
comfortable. To enhance 
durability, the Kayo has a rubber 
rand wrapped around the 
lower half of the boot.

The unique lacing system and 
secure inner sock give the user a snug 
and comfortable fit for a wide or narrow 
foot. It will also prevent any detritus from 
entering the boot.

The Vibram rubber lug sole ensures you 
will be sure-footed in all conditions.

• Low cut, slim design boot
• Class 2 chainsaw protection
• Lightweight: 1.1kg per boot
• Vibram sole
• Waterproof
• Loop for the SRT climbing system
• Sizes: UK3-13, US4-14, EU36-48 
• COST: £278 $370 €292

www.arbortec.com

KAYOKAYO
Class2 CHAINSAW BOOT
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USA & CANADA
ARBORIST STORE ARBORIST STORE 
Central Point, OR. USA
https://arboriststore.com
ARBORTEC ARBORTEC 
Remmington, VA. USA
www.arbortechonline.com
ARBSESSIONARBSESSION
De Pere WI. USA
www.arbsession.com
GAP ARBORIST SUPPLYGAP ARBORIST SUPPLY 
Kinzers, PA. USA
www.gaparboristsupply.com 
MOUNTAINTEKMOUNTAINTEK 
Hendersonville, NC USA
www.mountaintek.com 
WESSPURWESSPUR  
Bellingham, WA. USA
www.wesspur.com
ARBORIST SUPPLY COARBORIST SUPPLY CO 
Calgary, Aberta. CANADA
www.arboristsupplyco.ca
UNIVERSAL FIELD SUPPLIESUNIVERSAL FIELD SUPPLIES 
Mississauga, ON & 
Port Coquitlam, BC. CANADA
www.universalfieldsupplies.com

EUROPE 
CLIMBTOOLS/ BENKCLIMBTOOLS/ BENK
Mülheim an der Ruhr. GERMANY
www.climbtools.de
CONDOR SAFETYCONDOR SAFETY 
Menen. BELGIUM 
www.condorsafety.be
DONEGANSDONEGANS
Co Cavan. IRELAND 
www.donegan.ie
FREEWORKERFREEWORKER 
Gilching. GERMANY 
www.freeworker.de 

GUSTHARTSGUSTHARTS 
Blagdon, Tyne & Wear. UK
www.gustharts.com 
HONEY BROTHERSHONEY BROTHERS
Guildford, Surrey. UK
www.honeybros.com
K2 ProfShopK2 ProfShop
Aertselaar. BELGIUM
www.k2profshop.be
NORTHERN ARB SUPPLIESNORTHERN ARB SUPPLIES
Sheffield, Yorkshire. UK
www.northernarbsupplies.co.uk
SEILTECHNIK SEILTECHNIK 
Hannover. GERMANY
www. seiltechnik-hannover.de
SKYLANDSKYLAND
Liverpool. UK 
www.skylandequipment. com 
SORBUS INTERNATIONALSORBUS INTERNATIONAL
Frome, Somerset. UK
www.sorbus-intl.co.uk
TREEKITTREEKIT
Wimborne, Dorset. UK
www.treekit.com

PACIFIC
ODSKODSK
Nagano-Ken. JAPAN
www.works-odsk.jp
PROTREEPROTREE
NT. HONG KONG
www.protreehk.com
RISERISE
Rouse Hill NSW. AUSTRALIA
www.rise-au.com 
TREETOOLSTREETOOLS
Auckland. NEW ZEALAND 
www.treetools.co.nz

TO: Wesspur Tree Equipment
1600 Carolina St

Bellingham 
WA, 98229

USA

easy access from 
BC Canada

Highlighted ARBARBCLIMBERCLIMBER stockists also stock
 TECHNICAL RESCUE &/or WILDERNESS SAR magazines 

 Has movedHas moved
www.wesspur.com

TREE 'SURGERY'
[ED: This is a tool not necessarily 
marketed by Stihl to professionals 
but it's clearly a tool perfect 
for experts working in fruit, 
congested trees and 
more delicate 
pruning jobs 
more akin to the 
'surgeon' tag that applied to aborists 
in the last century before the word 
'arborist' was adopted! These saws are 
ultra-light and as safe as a chainsaw 
could be. Beware of the many mini 
hand chainsaw', mostly Chinese, that 
appear online because a number have 
been intercepted and confiscated by 
customs and trading standards as 
being unfit for purpose. Go with a 
brand you know like this Stihl. The 
GTA26 can be holstered and uses a 
diminutive but powerful 11v (10.8v to 
be precise), 222g/7.8oz battery costing 
around £€40 that also fits other Stihl 
hand tools. The new holster (right) 
costs around £€30 and is not included 
in the system priced below].

Stihl: Versatile cordless wood cutter. For pruning trees and 
bushes, for shredding green waste and for building with wood. 
With 1/4 "saw chain for high cutting performance and powerful 
cuts. Non-slip operating handle for perfect ergonomics. Tool-
free chain change, flexible protective cover for safe working, 
with charge level indicator. The GTA 26 is available as a set or as 
a single device.

A full set costs £160/$270/€160 and includes:
1 x battery – Wood cutter GTA 26 with flexible protective cover
1 x lithium-ion battery AS 2, 28 Wh, 10.8 V
1 x standard charger AL 1
1 x light guide bar 10cm / 4"
1 x ¼ "PM3 saw chain 
1 x Multi Oil Bio, 50 ml
1 x transport bag black / orange with 
eyelets for wall mounting 

SPECIFICATIONS
nominal voltage:   11 V
weight:    1.2 kg / 2.64 lb 
Battery technology:  Lithium-ion AS system
Bar length:   10 cm / 4"
Chain:    1/4 "P
Cutting performance:   40x 50mm/3" Softwood
Vibration value on the left: 2.9 m / s²
Vibration value on the right: 2.8 m / s² 
Sound pressure level:  77 dB (A) 
  www.stihl.com
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EGO is perhaps the best known 
proponent of battery-only tools. 
Like their Chinese compatriot 

Greenworks they have never 
produced any other type of tool – no 
fossil fuels, just battery, but unlike 
Greenworks, EGO seem to have 
taken a higher road and produced 
more professionally oriented tools 
while Greenworks produce a larger 
range but they are predominantly 
more domestically oriented models 
that are sometimes rebadged by 
DIY outlets. EGO has been getting 
a solid reputation with its powerful 
blowers and some very capable rear 
handle chainsaws and pole-saws 
so it was a natural progression to 
a top-handle saw. They took their 
time though because Greenworks 
have had a top-handle saw for a few 
years so this new chainsaw can't be 
construed as a knee-jerk reaction 
to a rival product. Of course some 
of that time delay would simply be 
because they couldn't really follow the 
same on-board battery route as others 
with their eye-catching 56v platform using 
a battery that is the size of a small car. If 
you strapped that to a top-handle chainsaw 
only Conan the Barbarian would be able to 
wield it. Instead they have taken the only 
other option which is a corded chainsaw – 
corded in the sense that a power lead runs 
from the chainsaw to the battery which is 
waist-mounted. Somebody needs to explain 
to marketing people that 'cordless' is no 
longer an appropriate description when we 
now have so many battery cords emanating 
from the saw – it may not go all the way to a 
mains power outlet but it's still a cord, and a 
quite substantial cord because it's reinforced 
so that it can act as a lanyard with an eye 
at the battery end (1) for attaching to your 
harness. A sprung hook near the plug (2) for 
attaching direct to the chainsaw's metal eye 
and an additional eye (3) for short-clipping 
to your harness. This all ensures that you 

don't impart load to the plug and pull 
it out and that it actually does double 
as a load-bearing lanyard. We can't 
really say that the result is an elegant 
saw. It lacks the finesse of the Stihl 
and Husqy and is in some ways a little 
clumsy but it is a workhorse. EGO 
have come up with a tool that is far 
more robust and capable than many 
would expect of a battery tool. As 
we'll see shortly there are specific  
job types that cause our climbing 
teams to reach for this one in 
preference to the Stihl or Echo but 
excess weight and a stiff cord mean 
it's not the majority of occasions that 
EGO might prefer.

SAW FEATURES
A brushless motor with electronic 
and mechanical chain brake. Both are 
fairly standard these days and having 
both brakes is better than 'either-or'. 
The trigger safety is a little different 
with a plastic toggle in front of the 
trigger that stops it running when 
your finger is off and you simply flick 
it off with your trigger finger to start. 
A neat feature is LED indication on the 
trigger panel of 10% battery capacity 
remaining and low oil level so you're 
not waiting for smoke and torturous 
cutting before discovering you've 

used all of your 200ml of oil. The 
chain brake guard has cut-outs 
so you can see the line of your 
cut more easily at all angles. 
Unlike most battery saws that 
don't want the motor to be over-
taxed by forcing the cut rotating 
on the spikes/dogs, the EGO puts 
its money where its mouth is 
and has a full set of metal spikes. 
Finally, in the UK this saw comes 
with the 4Ah battery which EGO 
says provides the best power 
to weight ratio for arborists but 
we're not convinced. In the US 

and elsewhere the 5Ah is standard and we would 
always prefer to have the higher Ah battery unless 

precluded by excessive 
cost or 

byby  Adam Jones Adam Jones 
        & Ade Scott        & Ade Scott

56v Battery, 56v Battery, 
Corded Top Handle Corded Top Handle 
ChainsawChainsaw

SPECIFICATIONS    
Cost: £429/$770 bare tool
 £640/$1100 package with 5Ah battery/charger
Weight: In-Hand inc cord- 3.8kg /8.4lb 
 Battery and waist belt (exc cord) 3.3kg/7.3lb
 5Ah Battery – 2.2kg/4.4lb
Recharge: 40mins Rapid, 100mins Standard charger
Bar: 30-40cm /12-16" 
Noise: 88 LpA, 98 LwA
Vibration:  1.7/2.2 m/s
Warranty: 5 year Tool/ 3yr Battery
Web:  www.egopowerplus.com

ABOVE-LEFT: A Light-Lift model hydraulic platform deployed for pruning and felling around a 
garden-centre's huge range of ornamental garden buildings – not something you want to be 
dropping branches on. This model was ideal because it could not only manoeuvre between 
buildings it can go through a domestic gate. 
ABOVE-RIGHT you can see the relative size compared to our petrol ECHO saw which the 
EGO was able to more or less match in terms of grunt which is impressive for a battery saw. 
However, this remains a relatively large and cumbersome saw for climbing work outside of 
a platform cage where our small and manoeuvrable Stihl (below) still reigns supreme. You 
may remember that the new battery Echo we reviewed in issue 19 found great favour with 
our climbing teams and is still well-liked but we have had some durability issues manifesting 
after some time that we'll report on in AC#21. Also of note in the image above are the 
excellent Texora slings kindly supplied by Treekit in Dorset that we will review in issue 21.

1

2

3

EGOCSX3000CSX3000

Above: The EGO battery and charger is huge but its footprint is actually 
not much larger than the other battery systems. 
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    comfort and durability  
with NO compromise!

2020 Edition

weight so to their credit, 
EGO did supply ours with 
the 5Ah battery. This sets 
you back £200 compared 
with £179 for the 4Ah.  
You could even stump 
up for the £400 10Ah 
for double the capacity. 
It's not as if weight is 
necessarily the issue if it's 
on your waist belt rather 
than in your hand. 

IN ACTION
When it comes to choosing 
which saw to use, our 
climbing teams prefer the 
EGO for heavy draining 
cuts in dense wood, using 
in the hydraulic lift cage 
and for larger diameter 
wood in more open 
canopies. Most felt that 
the reinforced cord was 
so inflexible as to be a 
hindrance and more often 
than not it's the épée sword-like qualities of the Stihl with a 
carver bar that wins out over the much coarser cutting of the 
supplied EGO (that's not to say you can't narrow the gap with a 
different bar and chain or that other quality top-handles saws 
like the Husqvarna wouldn't be better but we don't have those 
in our current inventory). 
The reinforced power cord doubles as the lanyard and while 
this might be EGO's get-out-clause for their saw being cord-only 
(because you will always have a lanyard for climbing), it's not. 
For starters, I don't know about you but my lanyard is a very 
flexible concertina of webbing which only weighs about half 
a pound. The EGO cord on the other hand is like a reinforced 
high-tension cable that is almost as wide as a garden fork handle 
and flexes in quite wide arcs. It makes fiddly pruning work in 
a congested canopy a veritable trial. It's not light either and 
while the weight in the hand is reduced with the battery being 
on your hip, that is, to some extent offset by this unwieldy and 
heavy cord. To be fair, we don't notice this so much in the wide 
open work spaces of a large open-canopy tree and this led to 
us discovering our favourite time to deploy this EGO – working 
from a platform. The EGO saw is perfect for cage-work because 
the battery can be secured to the rail which is much better 
than having it on your hip, (If it had been an option or ever 
becomes an option, a back pack harness would allow faster 
working around all sides of the cage). In the cage we're not so 
concerned about the clumsiness of the cable and wide-body 
of the CSX3000. This latter point is more obvious in the picture 
above which better shows the width which is 220mm/8.7" as 
compared to the Stihl's 190mm/7.5" width.

Our Battery Backpack Blowers guide in this issue lists the 
excellent 28Ah backpack but bizarrely, this does not seem to be 
compatible with this chainsaw! There is no literature or image 
with the saw in use with anything other than the waistbelt. 
There's obviously a good reason why they couldn't get the 
two to be compatible but it does seem to be an obvious 'miss'. 

Instead EGO 
describe the 
only carrying 
option, the 

waist-belt 
battery holder as a 
"lightweight battery 
holster which takes the 
weight off the tool for 
best balance" but this 
is only the case if you 
don't attach the battery. 
Once that beast goes 
on you really do need 
to find a comfortable 
position for it to sit 
and that might be the 
base of your spine for 
any true 'balance'. EGO 
compare this saw to a 
35cc petrol model and 
quote 180 cuts on 4Ah 
battery, 265 cuts with 
a 5Ah and 600 with a 
10Ah battery without 
defining what size wood 

that is but we do more or less concur with this using a new 5Ah 
on standard deciduous wood and have found that we can get 
most of a day's work on soft woods. This is because you're not 
cutting constantly as you would be when logging or brashing. 
Climbing work necessitates a fair proportion of time spent NOT 
cutting and that too is a good reason for using battery saws 
– no constant running or stopping and pull-starting a petrol 
engine saw. We don't get so many eucalyptus on our patch, at 
least not enough to make them a daily part of the job and this 
is a true test of any battery saw. On the one occasion it has 
cropped up, the EGO, with a 5Ah battery and 12" bar has been 
surprisingly up to the task in dealing with the several branches 
over 10" in diameter at the trunk as well as an hour's worth of 
smaller branches. It's worth noting that we seem to get more 
cuts when the battery is allowed to 'recover' for a minute or 
even 30 seconds between cuts. If you keep it on full speed all 
the time, it runs out faster. Incidentally, we figure a euc has got 
to be draining two or three times more than a Sycamore as our 
southern hemisphere readers can no doubt attest! Either way, 
soft or hardwood, the EGO CSX3000 does seem to have that 
extra bit of grunt with the specific set up we have and would 
probably be even better with a larger capacity battery. Cost is 
king but the EGO system with 5Ah battery, charger and waistbelt 
isn't much, if any, cheaper than a Stihl MSA161T with battery 
and charger. That's because this isn't a cheap, domestic product, 
it is actually a very well put together and capable arborist saw. 

CONCLUSIONS
If you already own or intend to own, EGO batteries and tools it's 
a no brainer to get this saw particularly since EGO's vast range 
of tools even includes snow blowers and ride-on mowers, and it 
will, in all likelihood serve you well as a professional tool. But if 
you are already a battery tool convert and use any of the orange 
brands in particular, the more 'agricultural' look and feel of the 
EGO is unlikely to win you over, particularly since there is not a 
huge cost differential. 

ABOVE: One-handed operation is not recommended! Meanwhile, back in the real world, should the situation  
require it, the CSX3000 isn't as light without an on-board battery as expected. Officially it's 500g/1.1lb lighter 
than the Stihl MSA161T, but we weighed ours with the cord attached at arms length and it weighs 3.8kg/8.36lb 
while the Stihl weighs 4kg/8.8lb. In comparison, the ECHO battery top-handle saw weighs only 3.2kg. In terms  
of extra climbing weight on your body, we weighed the entire EGO package including the saw, waist belt and 
battery at 7.1kg and that is considerably heavier than any other top handle saw – petrol or battery!
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We begin with a clarification of harness 
terminology: in France we differentiate them 
as either a baudrier or a harness, what is the 

difference? For Arboristes Mag, baudrier is a full body 
harness with shoulder/fall arrest straps meeting EN361 
as a fall-from-height, fall-arrest harness while a harness 
is a sit-harness without shoulder straps meeting EN358 
for work-positioning and restraint and NOT intended to 
arrest a fall-from-height. However, there are optional 
comfort straps for sit-harnesses such as upper body 
straps which improve load distribution when clipping on 
equipment, especially heavy chainsaws, but these do not 
alter the fall arrest dynamics of a sit-harness and are not 
intended for fall-arrest. The choice between 'baudrier' or 
sit-harness can be debated, but for this article we look at 
sit harnesses.

For all that we will say in this comparison, the reader 
should not forget that all six of these harnesses are of 
very good quality, are comfortable and comply with 
the relevant European standards. Whichever one you 
buy, you can't go wrong, they are the top five selling 
harnesses in France. The exception is maybe the FOX of 
R-Esay Climbing because they sell it direct rather than 
through retailers.

A word about our testers, three well-known and 
recognized French arborists, who have long experience 
as professional arborists and each differs in size, which 
allows us to analyze all of the size adjustments available 
on these harnesses. We review all of the key features 
essential in choosing the right harness to hang around in 
for several hours a day! 

But enough talk, time now for some practical analysis...

Studio Photos by Loïc MORVAN 
Action Photos by Laurent PIERRON

FrFrenenchch 
Arborist 
Harnesses
Thanks to our colleagues at Arboristes eMag in 
France for producing this excellent review 
of 6 French climbing harnesses.....

« In this comparison we give as much detail as we can on the  « In this comparison we give as much detail as we can on the  
6 main harnesses produced in France6 main harnesses produced in France

www.arbclimber.comwww.arbclimber.com
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WHAT THE MANUFACTURER SAYS: Doubled rope (DdRT/ 
MRS) ascent harness with excellent support and comfort,  
even in suspension. Semi-rigid and extra-wide elements with 
automatic buckles. Lockable, opening bridge union D-rings.

SEQUOIA
WHAT THE MANUFACTURER SAYS: SRT version 
of SEQUOIA for single rope ascent with the same 
characteristics. It also has a ventral attachment point  
for installing a mechanical prusik with accessories.

SEQUOIA SRT

Central Bridge

Central Bridge 
with sewn eyes

Padded seat 

CARITOOL Sm & Lg – Equipment carry hook/carabiner

RING 
Sm & Lg Ring

RING OPEN 
- openable ring

Adjustable Bridge

Shoulder strap Croll Ascender 
Chest Harness 

Sternal attachment 
chest harness

Padded 
Load-support 

shoulder straps

Croll Chest Harness
Croll Chest Harness with 

sternal D-ring

Sternal attachment 
chest harness

*These connectors are applicable 
to both versions of Séquoia

ACCESSORIESACCESSORIESCONNECTORS

www.arbclimber.com
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ARB'O
WHAT THE MANUFACTURER SAYS: Newer version specially 
designed for tree work The waistband and the thighs offer 
a semi-rigid, wide and breathable pad with the help of a 3D 
fabric, thus promoting comfort.

Nylon Bridge Kit

Aramid (Technora) Bridge Kit

CONNECTORS ACCESSORIES
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ABIES
WHAT THE MANUFACTURER SAYS: Tree harness specially 
designed for climbers by ANTEC and FTC. It is very comfortable 
thanks to its semi-rigid preformed shells, its adjustable 
triangulation, its wide and ergonomic backrest.

Chest Load-Support 
Harness

Bridge with ring

2x Maillon

Ring

CONNECTORS ACCESSORIES

KOALA
WHAT THE MANUFACTURER SAYS: Adopted by many 
climbers, the Koala has evolved to suit your needs even 
better. It allows the mounting of shoulder straps to ensure 
comfort when carrying a heavy chainsaw.

MILLO – Bridge 

ODIN – Openable Ring

SK8 – Bosun's 
Chair/Seat 

Load-support 
Shoulder Straps

HONOS – Sml&Lg
Equipment/Carry hook

CONNECTORS ACCESSORIES

ATOLL Sm&Lg Rings

www.arbclimber.com
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THE NEWEST OF THE OMNI FAMILY 

W W W . R O C K E X O T I C A . C O M

E X P E R T  U S E  O N L Y G E A R  F O R  T H E  Z - A X I S

1.1” 1.5” 2.0” 2.6”

Coming in 2018
to a canopy
near you.
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.rockexotica.com

A t taches  mid l ine  &  ad jus ts  w i thou t  too ls  o r  remov ing  
f rom sadd le .  Works  on  S ta t ionary  o r  Mov ing  Rope 
sys tems.  
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FOX
WHAT THE MANUFACTURER SAYS: Developed and tested 
by professionals to best meet arborist requirements, it is 
comfortable, hard wearing and functional. Extra wide waist  
and leg straps with thick inner and compact outer foam.
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MODEL (& MANUFACTURER) SEQUOIA (PETZL) SEQUOIA SRT (PETZL)

SPECIFICATIONS

SIZES 0, 1, 2 0, 1, 2

Official WEIGHT (kg) 1.48 to 1.60kg / 3.26 to 3.5 lb 1.58 to 1.70kg / 3.5 to 3.75 lb

User-Verified WEIGHT (kg) 1.45 to 1.60kg / 3.2 to 3.5 lb 1.60 to 1.72kg / 3.5 to 3.8 lb

STANDARDS CE EN 358 / CE EN 813 CE EN 358 / CE EN 813 
CE EN 361 (with chest section)

MAX LIFESPAN 10 years 10 years

MATERIAL (s) nylon, polyester, 
polyethylene, aluminium, steel

nylon, polyester, 
polyethylene, aluminium, steel

COLOUR(s)       

BRIDGE (s) • 1x 50cm/20" bridge  
• 1x 50cm/20" bridge
• 1x Belay loop (SRT attachment point)

BRIDGE RINGS (s)

LANYARD ATTACHMENT POINTS • 2x Side Ds
• 2 openable bridge Ds

• 2x Side Ds
• 2 openable bridge Ds

COST €290ex VAT €315ex VAT

ID PANEL/LOCATION Laminated label - inner waistbelt Laminated label - inner waistbelt

COMFORT

WAIST BELT Height : 8 to 19cm / 7 to 7.5"
Thermo-moulded foam padding

Height : 18 to 19cm / 7 to 7.5"
Thermo-moulded foam padding

LEG LOOPS Height : 16 cm /6.3" Flexible
Thermo-moulded foam padding

Height : 16cm /6.3" Flexible
Thermo-moulded foam padding

ADJUSTMENT

WAISTBELT-BRIDGE
BRIDGE-LEG LOOP RISERS

BUCKLES
Adjustable
Automatic adjustment on belt and leg 
loops

Adjustable. 
Automatic adjustment on leg loops.
Rapid waist adjustment for different users
(Team-use)

FUNCTIONALITY

PROVISION FOR EQUIPMENT CARRIERS

• 9x webbing loops/eyes
• 5x Web openings for Caritool
•  2x loops for carabiners or equipment 

hook
• Elastic for first aid kit

• 9x webbing loops/eyes
• 5x Web openings for Caritool
•  2x loops for carabiners or equipment 

hook
• Elastic for first aid kit

BRIDGE CONNECTION Openable D-Ring Openable D-Ring

OPTIONS

STRAPS / CHEST / TORSO
       TOP (EN 361)

 TOP CROLL (S & L) (EN 361)
       Comfort straps

'BOSUNS' SEAT  Adjustable – connectors not included

RING OPTIONS • Ring S Ø int 28mm/1.1" L Ø int 46mm/1.8"
• Ring open Ø int 46mm/1.1" (openable)

• Ring S Ø int 28mm/1.1" L Ø int 46mm/1.8"
• Ring open Ø int 46mm/1.1" (openable)

BRIDGE OPTIONS
(lengths measured from end to end)

• Bridges 45cm/17.7"   50cm/2"   55cm/2.2"
• Adjustable Bridge (with ADJUST cam)  
   L. 180cm/71"

• Bridges 45cm/17.7"   50cm/2"   55cm/2.2"
• Adjustable Bridge (with ADJUST cam)  
   L. 180cm/71"

EQUIPMENT CARRIERS
 Caritool S or L  Caritool S or L

All types of chainsaw and Equipment carriers can be accomodated

OTHER FEATURES

ARB'O (NEOFEU) ABIES (FTC/ANTEC) KOALA (COURANT) FOX (R EASY CLIMBING)

SPECIFICATIONS

S, M-L et XL S-M, M-L S, M-L et L-XL One-Size Fits-All

1.75kg / 3.86 lb 1.80kg / 4 lb 1.50 to 1.70kg / 3.3 to 3.75 lb 1.63kg / 3.6 lb

1.76 to 1.90kg / 3.88 to 4.2 lb 1.75 to 1.90kg / 3.86 to 4.2 lb 1.56 to 1.68kg / 3.4 to 3.7 lb 1.74kg / 3.8 lb

CE EN 358 / CE EN 813 CE EN 358 / CE EN 813 CE EN 358 / CE EN 813 CE EN 358 / CE EN 813

10 years 10years 10years 10years

nylon, polyester, 
aluminium

nylon, polyester, 
aluminium

polyester, nylon, 
aluminium, steel

nylon, polyester, polyethylene,
aluminium

            

• 2x 95&105cm/37&41" bridges 
 attach/adjust using knots

• 1x 35cm/13.8" bridge
• or 1x adjustable bridge*

• 1x 30cm/12" bridge
• 1x 30cm/12" bridge
• option*2nd bridge 30-35cm/12-13.8"

 2  1  1  1

• 2x Side Ds
• 2x bridge Rigging plates

• 2x Side Ds
• 2x Side Ds
• 2 openable bridge Ds

• 2x Side Ds
• 2 openable bridge Ds 

€270ex VAT €352   exc VAT     (*€440 exc VAT) €285ex VAT €298ex VAT      (*€308ex VAT)  

Laminated label - inner waistbelt      
hidden by chest attachment point

Laminated label - inner waistbelt Laminated label - inner leg loop between belt webbing & padding

COMFORT

Height : 24.5cm
Tissu 3D respirant

Height: 18.5cm / 7.3"
Fleece-lined, pre-formed foam

Height : 19cm / 7.5"
Thermo-moulded foam padding

Height : 20cm / 7.9"
Thermo-moulded foam padding

Height : 11 cm / Flexible
Breathable 3D Fabric

Height : 9,5 cm / Rigid
Pre-formed Foam

Height : 18 cm / Flexible
Thermo-moulded foam padding

Height : 16 cm / Semi-rigid
Thermo-moulded foam padding

ADJUSTMENT

Adjustable
Automatic adjustment on belt and 
leg loops

Adjustable (covered on legloops).
Automatic adjustment on belt and 
leg loops

Adjustable.
Automatic adjustment on belt and 
leg loops

Adjustable.
Automatic adjustment on belt  
and leg loops

FUNCTIONALITY

• 2x webbing loops/eyes
• 6x plastic D-rings
• Numerous web-openings for
   Carabiners or carry-hooks.
• Spare bungee cords included

•  9x webbing loops/eyes (5 lg + 4 
sml)

•  7x Web openings (3 normal + 4  
sml) for carabiners or equipment 
hooks

•  8x webbing loops/eyes (3 lg + 3  
sml + 2 on legloops)

•  12x Web openings (8 sml + 4 lg) for 
carabiners or equipment hooks

•  11x webbing loops/eyes (2 sml + 7 
lg + 2 on legloops)

•  6x Web openings for carabiners  
or equipment hooks

• Elastic for first aid kit

3-holed Rigging Plates Shackles Openable Rings Openable Rings 

OPTIONS

 Chest straps
      Comfort pad for chest straps

 Chest Straps  Chest Straps

 M-L (49cm/19") or L-XL 54cm/21")

 • 2 rings  Ø int 29mm/1.1" • 1 ring Ø int 28mm/1.1"
• Atoll L Ø 45mm/1.7" S Ø 28mm/1.1"
• Odin Ø 47mm/1.8" (openable)

• 1 ring Ø int 46mm/1.8"

•  1 kit = 2 bridges without termina-
tions (nylon or optional Aramid) 
L. 100 & 110cm/40&43"

•  Bridge 30cm/12", 35cm/13.8" or 
40cm/15.7" 

•  130cm/51" bridge Cord adjusts  
with ROPEMAN

•  Bridge 32cm/12.6", 37cm/14.6" or 
42cm/16.5"

•  Bridge 25cm/9.8", 30cm/12" or 
35cm/13.8"

 Honos hook S or L

All types of chainsaw and Equipment carriers can be accommodated

 2x Bungee cords & sheaths  Ropeman / bow-shackles
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TESTERS' OPINIONS SEQUOIA (PETZL) SEQUOIA SRT (PETZL)

SCORES OUT OF 5

TESTERS
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COMFORT AND ADJUSTABILITY ........ out of 5
Ability to adjust, easy to put on and to use, adapts to different body shapes,
comfort during work, movement, during suspension, sizes...

2,0 2,5 2,5 2,3 2,5 3,0 3,0 2,8

ACCESSORISE ........ out of 5
Available accessories, modular components, layout and customization

4,0 4,0 4,5 4,2 4,5 5,0 5,0 4,8

REPLACEABLE COMPONENTS ........ out of 5
ease or cleaning and/or replacing harness components (exc. warranty serviced components)

2,0 2,0 2,5 2,2 2,0 2,0 2,5 2,2

PACKAGING / INSTRUCTIONS ........ out of 5 3,0 3,0 3,0 3,0 3,0 3,0 3,0 3,0

SEQUOIA

Tester A:  Lots of equipment holder loops seem too much 
(a multitude of small tool-holder straps on the back of the 
waistbelt), comfortable waistbelt and easy to adjust but too 
flexible (not enough rigidity means it deforms over time).

Harness loses finite adjustment very quickly and the 
straps hang down because their retainers don't hold well 
enough. The leg loops are not very comfortable and tend 
to turn (digging into your thigh). Multi-point adjustment is 
difficult to understand when adjusting the seat.

Tester B:  Very light harness which makes the comfort 
average, you can move around the tree easily enough with 
no hindrance but it's not so comfortable during cutting/
sectioning. I recommend the shoulder straps because it 
swivels out of line with use, especially with a chainsaw on 
the waistbelt. On the other hand, the accessories offered 
are numerous.

Tester C:  This is one of the most popular harnesses with 
most accessories and a balance between comfort and 
excellent durability. The bridge union is a clever, large-
diameter aluminum forged D that easily connects to a 
lanyard or a complementary working rope.

Replacing the bridge (s) is easy, you can also add an 
adjustable bridge. There are 3 sizes available, equipment 
and chainsaw carabiners as well as a 'bosun's seat.

Tester A (1m85/6'1" – 85kg/187lb)
Tester B (1m69/5'5" – 75kg/165lb)
Tester C (1m66/5'4" – 67kg/148lb) 

ARB'O (NEOFEU) ABIES (ANTEC) KOALA (COURANT) FOX (R EASY CLIMBING)

SCORES OUT OF 5
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4,5 4,5 4,0 4,3 3,5 3,5 3,5 3,5 2,0 2,0 2,0 2,0 4,0 4,0 3,5 3,8

4,0 4,0 3,5 3,8 3,0 3,0 3,0 3,0 4,0 4,0 4,0 4,0 1,5 1,5 1,5 1,5

3,0 3,0 3,0 3,0 2,5 2,0 2,5 2,3 2,5 2,0 2,5 2,3 2,5 2,0 2,5 2,3

3,0 3,0 3,0 3,0 0,5 1,0 1,0 0,8 4,0 4,0 4,0 4,0 1,0 1,5 1,5 1,3

SEQUOIA SRT

Tester A:  Like the Sequoia, the SRT is straightforward, 
with plenty of options available for a chest harness. Easy 
adjustment of the belt and harness that can be used as a 
fullbody (EN361 with chest straps).

Tester B:  Tightens more at the waistbelt and so does not 
move around compared to the standard Sequoia.

Tester C:  With these two versions, Petzl covers the 
different approaches to climbing, with the SRT version 
having a 'climber' type belay loop and attachment points 
for integrated Croll chest ascender straps. 

28 29
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ARB'O

Tester A:  Very wide and comfortable waistbelt. The 
triangulation [bridge union] is easy to adjust and does not 
move, moreover rigging plates allow a range of positions 
depending on the holes you use. 'Old-school' Knots is an 
easy way to adjust the bridge length. Good positioning of 
the lanyard side-rings and good support even with a large 
chainsaw. Lots of tool holder possibilities. On the other 
hand, the leg loops are barely long enough and some 
equipment storage straps were missing.

Tester B:  Harness immediately feels like a good fit, very 
comfortable in all situations. Good load distribution 
around the waistbelt. The settings are easy and numerous 
(especially with the bridge options).

Tester C:  This is the 2nd version of the Arb'o and for my 
part I find it a success. Excellent lumbar support with a 
waistbelt that I find a little wide, but not too bulky. The 
pivoting side lanyard rings with the "double-rings" system, 
distributes the load perfectly, so no pain on the hips during 
prolonged leaning when pole strap working and climbing.

The leg loops aren't too wide but that doesn't detract 
from the comfort but they lack width and rigidity on the 
inner thigh supports. There are 3 sizes available, comfort 
straps and a chest harness so it is possible to customise 
the harness and fit.

 ARBCLIMBER ISSUE 2030
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ABIES

Tester A:  A difficult to adjust harness but stays firm once 
properly adjusted. The leg loops are rigid but comfortable. 
The bridge union bow-shackles allow a neat and clean 
bridge assembly with adjustable webbing to alter length but 
no easy way for lanyard attachment. The waistbelt padding 
is too thin and not high enough. The central tool holder is 
too narrow to put the chainsaw hook in and there is no way 
of passing the saw's lanyard over the shackles.

Tester B:  A traditional harness design but still very good 
in all aspects of movement and work-positioning. Too 
bad this harness didn't keep up with newer materials and 
technologies but for traditionalists, why not.

Tester C:  Released in 2005 as an FTC design and 
manufactured by Antec, it is a sure bet. It suffers from an 
aging design, but modern tweaks are there. The highly 
adjustable shackle bridge union helps maintain a constant 
position but it's laborious to alter and is not adjustable 
under load. The low triangulation is adjustable by tightening 
more or less around the thighs. The leg loops have a rigid 
insert for more comfort (like it or not...). The waist belt 
padding is comfortable despite its small width and the 
equipment loops and straps are sufficient. The downside 
comes from the use of the polestrap D's which can be 
painful during long work sessions (dismantling using spurs 
for example). The bridge union's stainless steel shackle is 
heavy but large enough to clip a carabiner and provide 
additional anchoring during climbing or work positioning.
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KOALA

Tester A:  Lightweight and sleek harness with very easy 
adjustments. The leg loops are comfortable but the rear 
straps allow them to move too much and there are lots of 
straps hanging down. Not at all comfortable on climbing 
irons/spurs with the lanyard on the polestrap D-rings 
which are too small and too tight on the belt. Very few 
loops for chainsaw hook and impossible to put it on the 
rear-center of the harness.

Tester B:  Very light, easy to adjust and very clean harness. 
Good when moving around the canopy but its comfort 
during prolonged suspension is not its strong point. When 
dismantling, the addition of shoulder straps provides much 
improved comfort. It is a harness which has a good weight 
/ comfort ratio but needs to be accessorized for prolonged 
suspension and dismantling work.

Tester C:  Lightweight and easy to use, it has a good 
complement of accessories. General comfort needs to be 
improved. The bridge union is an innovative opening ring 
of very good quality. There are 3 sizes available, SRT and 
chest slings, gear and chainsaw carabiners as well as a 
chest harness..

FOX

Tester A:  Very comfortable waistbelt and leg straps 
during suspension and on the move. Again, not at 
all comfortable on climbing spikes. Lots of loops and 
chainsaw carrying straps. The bridge ring is too big, and 
too many straps are hanging down. The retaining loops 
are too small and the markings fade quickly [ED: not sure 
what's meant by markings, maybe the label inside the waist 
belt?].

Tester B:  Very comfortable harness especially when 
moving, In the polestrap position it pulls a little on the 
hips, and in suspension the lanyard pushes uncomfortable 
on the ribs a little. Easily adjusted and the tool holders 
are very functional, too bad it does not have enough 
accessories.

Tester C:  None of the testers had previously used this 
harness so it came as a pleasant surprise. There is nothing 
revolutionary about it but it fulfils the function well. 
The waistbelt is comfortable, the Side D-rings are well 
positioned, the bridge union rings are openable, allowing 
easy replacement or addition of bridges.

Unique in this selection, an equipment cord goes all 
around the waistbelt but if heavy equipment is connected 
in one part of the loop it tightens the rest of them so 
ensure that you balance your loads. Classic adjustment 
by tightening the top bridge webbing and for the leg 
loops there are two adjustment positions, for me this is 
an important point in customizing the settings. Too bad 
there is only one size and no chest harness or accessories.

The harness is arguably the most important part of an 
arborist's equipment. The choice is often complicated by 
a sea of advantages quoted by manufacturers. Ultimately, 
most of these harnesses have a similar design with the 
same kind of construction and just tweaks to the various 
features and components to differentiate them. 

Wanting to reinvent a harness is a bit like wanting to reinvent 
the wheel, they'll all get you there but will it be as a wooden 
cartwheel or a formula one wheel. If colour is a design 
criterion, what's the difference between green, yellow or 
orange? There are objective criteria, such as accessories, 
adjustability, equipment holders, shoulder straps and / or 
the possibility of installing a full chest harness, features that 
make it possible to make a choice without even having had 
the harness in your hands. We always mention weight but 
this might be a false criterion since we're wearing the weight 
or sitting in it so should we really dwell on this parameter? 
Not sure ! A person may choose the lightest harness then 
install several kilos of unnecessary things on the equipment 

loops and hooks, a real paradox...

Some subjective observations by our testers are in agreement 
– the comfort afforded by waistbelt and padding, the 
functionality of bridge unions and polestrap D-rings to name 
a few, others are more personal – perhaps dictated by body 
shape or the specific way the arborists works. Even so, it 
seems that potentially subjective points can turn into objective 
and concrete criteria when they are unanimously agreed.

So how do you make your final choice? How and where you 
use your harness and the features and accessories it offers 
seem to be a good basis for making a first selection but the 
final decision may be based on actually wearing and hanging 
in the harness something many shops offer the chance to 
do.  The aim of this review is to give you food for thought, 
and a few avenues to help you in your choice, all these 
harnesses have their proponents and their detractors, the 
right choice is yours alone.
Bonne grimpe !

CONCLUSION
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Dewalt is perhaps the 
commonest battery in the 
building trade though this 
model was very bulky so 
they may be back soon with a new, 
sleeker model using the 36v FlexVolt 
that they use for their current hand 
blowers. The Oregon is maybe 
less surprising because it uniquely 
used their short lived 120v platform 
whereas they have stuck with their 
streamlined 40v platform for the rest 
of their battery tools and blowers and 
even their mowers. I splashed out on 
their largest mower not because it's 
the best although I am pleased with 
its performance, but because I already 
use their ground saw and polesaw so I am living proof 
of purchasing purely because you already have the expensive 
bits, the batteries. We saw this with Makita where they opted 
to ditch their superior 36v pro platform in favour of using 
bulky double 18v batteries on saws and blowers because 
they figured that more customers already had the 18v 
platform for their trade tools. Their backpack above has 
four 18v batteries and joins to an adapter that slots into any 
of their tools including blowers and chainsaws. This cross-
tool use of the same battery system is why we have included 
a row for the types of tools available on the same battery 
system – because we're talking to arborists this includes 
ground saw, top-handle tree saw and pole saw as well as a 
hedge trimmer and a mower. 

We said in the last issue that you should stick with the brands 
you know well and those in our tables in issue 19 that are 
rated as pro and semi-pro depending on how much work you 
expect it to do. A 'Domestic' tag doesn't preclude it from use 
by professionals – it will just need to be used far less frequently 
and under less arduous conditions than a pro or semi-pro tool. 
Luckily, your choices for backpack and corded models are far 
more limited and these are, by definition, geared more towards 
professional use so it gets rid of most of the domestically 
oriented models we saw in the previous Guide.

The most 'powerful' battery model now displaces around 20 
cubic metres per minute (cmm) while the best petrol model 
displaces around 24cmm. It's all about the battery, if you don't 
have a quality battery system it doesn't really matter how good 
the bare blower is. Some companies have invested enormous 
resources in producing their own battery systems – in our 
sector, Stihl, Echo, Makita, Oregon and Husqvarna are the 
most notable proponents but they are joined by some quality 
systems from Stiga (Mountfield) and Poulan/Jonsered and have 
unexpected competition from China. The Ego and Greenworks 
brands are both affordable and surprisingly capable and all of 
these companies offer tool systems that use the same batteries 
so your investment in batteries can be spread across a range of 
tools from brush-cutters and blowers to chainsaws, pole-saws 
and top-handle saws-the ultimate pro-only tool. 

BACK PACKS 
& WAIST 
BELTS

Backpacks are 
of two distinct 
types – they 
either have a 

large, integrated 
battery like the Ego 

top right and Stihl AR model opposite or they are a 
shell/case and carrier for regular slot-in batteries 
like the blue Makita and the Husqvarna above. 
Backpacks allow for larger cells or just more 

batteries to be used concurrently or consecutively 
to provide enhanced longevity. Where standard slot-in 

batteries are used, we've listed the larger AmpHour options 
and these together with the integrated backpack batteries cost 
a lot more than self-contained hand-held models using low 
AmpHour batteries but you can get from an hour to a full days 
work out of some backpacks and it will reduce the front-end 
weight you have to carry. Stihl has by far the most sophisticated 
and professionally oriented system with modular harness, 
battery cases and adapters but we haven't included their 
£60/$€90 fabric rucksack above for carrying two AP batteries 
(connected by a converter lead) because, good though this is, 
you could run any brand from a suitably sized rucksack with a 
lead and batteries stuffed inside! Your back is a much stronger 
part of the body than arms so is a worthwhile compromise 
in terms of having to work with your blower or chainsaw 
or indeed any tool on a lead. You do pay for that extended 
duration in money and with charging times that, in the case 
of the Hitachi/Hikoki and Echo backpacks is a whopping 10hrs 
hours but I guess if you're charging overnight prior to a days 
work this should work out just fine. If a full, multi-cell backpack 
is beyond your budget but you like the idea of increased 
duration or reduced front-end weight there are simple 
backpack-carriers and waist-belts that just use your existing 
battery and reposition it on a waistbelt like EGO, Al-Ko, Snapper 
and Honda covered in the next issue. This again requires an 
extraneous lead similar to some backpack models which can 
be cumbersome but for ground work in particular it offers 
manoeuvrability and the weight-in-hand is again minimised.

For several pages of detail on the 
battery element of powered 
blowers and techniques for 

using handheld blowers efficiently see the last issue – #19. In 
this issue we will just précis some of that original intro and 
discuss more specific back pack battery blowers. Incidentally, 
we haven't yet seen much in the way of battery powered 
push-along blowers which, in their petrol-engine form are just 
about the most powerful blower options. Backpack blowers 
are the next most powerful option and here we are concerned 
only with battery-power despite the fact that petrol remains 
by far the commonest option with dozens more models than 
the battery versions. We mentioned last time that the term 
'cordless' is a bit of a misnomer when it come to battery power 
because both chainsaws and blowers can be in versions that 
specifically have a cord running from the tool to the battery. 
When they say cordless about an outdoor tool they really mean 
there isn't a power cord running from your tool 
to a mains socket. 
Those that are driven from a backpack-
mounted battery are of two types – they 
are either a handheld blower that is 
corded to the back pack like the Stihl 
above so that you are only manoeuvring 
the weight of the blower and motor, not 

the battery. Or the blower is integrated into the back pack as 
one unit like the new Greenworks 60X at the top so that your 
back carries all the weight of the battery and the blower which 
then pivots at the hip. Dedicated back-carry models are more 
comfortable and less wearing to use for long periods and for 

large areas. Since they often have either more batteries in the 
one pack or a larger capacity battery (hence the bigger size) 
they will last longer. Corded models have the advantage that 
they can be used with a simple waist belt battery as well as a 

backpack and they are more manoeuvrable in more complex 
garden areas. Many of the backpack batteries in this GUIDE can 

be used with a battery adapter typically costing around £$€100, 
to power ANY of the battery tools in their range that would 
normally have a slot-in battery. There are a number of blowers 
which do not have a battery slot and only operate via cord to 
a remote battery and these are the models we've included in 
this GUIDE as an indication of what the backpack system can 
do. In reality. with an adapter, virtually all of these backpacks 
can power a multitude of different tools. The nozzles on 
backpack blowers are often noticeably longer so are more easily 
controlled with the joystick-style trigger mount that you see on 
Greenworks, Snapper, Oregon and DeWalt models pictured on 
these pages. These make it easier to direct the nozzle without 
stressing your delicate wrist and forearm which is what takes 
the strain in the traditional closed-handle design of the Stihl. In 
the case of the Snapper opposite they have added a forearm 
strap which keeps your arm in line with the heavier motor-end 
of the blower while your wrist manoeuvres the joy-stick and 
reduces stress still further. 

Two backpack models that you may still be able to buy but 
are both discontinued and therefore not in our tables are the 
DeWalt and the Oregon models below. 
Neither company currently has a  
backpack blower in their ranges but 
we would expect 
this to change. 

                BACK-PACKBACK-PACK          
            BATTERYBATTERY  
      BLOWERSBLOWERS

Images not to scale
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AVAILABLE AT YOUR LOCAL STIHL DEALER. STIHL.CO.UK

When you work with numbers like this, you need a chainsaw range 
that makes light work of the task at hand. The Pro Tree Team  
at Westonbirt Arboretum use the STIHL range of petrol and 
battery-powered chainsaws.
The facts are in the felling, with 200 trees felled or taken down each 
year, plus the everyday tree maintenance at Westonbirt, using just 
11 arboriculture and forestry STIHL chainsaws. And with 300 trees 
planted each year, there’s no sign of the operation slowing down. 
Robust, reliable and ready for anything, the STIHL chainsaw range 
is up to the challenge.

2,500 SPECIES  
OF TREE.
600 ACRES  
OF LAND.
5 NATIONAL TREE 
COLLECTIONS.
8 SPECIALISTS. 
1 CHAINSAW 
RANGE.
STIHL LIFE.
ƒ

MSA 161 T 
CORDLESS CHAINSAW

MS 151 TC-E 
CORDLESS CHAINSAW

MS 201 TC-M 
CORDLESS CHAINSAW
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For this Guide we have omitted the Pro/Semi-Pro/
Domestic row that we had in issue 19 because we 
have included mainly the more professionally oriented 
models and brands (Kobalt, Greenworks and Ryobi 
being the main exceptions) and have only included 
the larger ampHour batteries. Refer to issue 19 for the 
full battery ranges as these can make some of these 
costs considerably less but that comes with lower 
performance penalties.

IN THE FOLLOWING TABLES:
PRODUCT NAMES: We've concentrated on the 
backpack which is fine where the blower is integrated 
into the backpack but many backpack battery packs 
can power multiple tools and multiple blower models. 
Where there is a choice we have included the 
hardwired blower option that only functions when 
connected to a remote power source. Where the 
blower is a separate tool we list its name/code 
in burnt orange. Take the DIMENSIONS with a 
pinch of salt because nobody specifies whether 
the size is just the backpack battery shell or the 
shoulder straps etc. as well.

ORIGIN: is for the company selling the battery/
blower, not necessarily the country of manufacture. Where we 
know, we've put an inset flag to show where it's made. This can 
be a bit complicated for some companies. For instance Ryobi 
is Japanese but it licenses its power tools to a Hong Kong/
Chinese company Techtronic which also own iconic 'US' brands 
Milwaukee, Homelite and Hoover. Some tools continue to be 
made in the US but many have moved production to China.

TOOLS in RANGE: Because back pack blowers have a more 
limited crossover than the handheld models with their regular 
batteries, we've changed this row from indicating how many 
battery powered blowers are in this company's range to how 
many types of tool can be used on the same battery (that's 
generic classes of tool NOT the total number of different tool 
models) and whether that includes 
a ground chainsaw nn       a top-handle chainsaw nn 
a pole saw nn       a hedge trimmer nn  
Strimmer n  n  and a mower nn

MAX VOLTAGE: Should be straightforward you would think  
but it can be quoted with no load or when running. 36v 
for instance is often shown as 40v and likewise 80v may be 
listed by some as 82v and an 82v may actually be 72v- If one 
manufacturer has two slightly different voltages quoted it 
may just be a difference in countries so they're actually the 
same. Don't be tempted to buy cheaper replacement batteries 
for some of the construction-grade machines like DeWalt, 
Milwaukee and Makita. They look attractive but performance 
will be reduced and in the long term their longevity will make 
it a false economy. Again, if you're strapped for cash you may 
consider it as a short term fix but as soon as you start earning 
enough, buy the branded batteries.

MAX AIR SPEED/VOLUME/FORCE: a minefield for speed in 
particular because, as we mentioned in issue 19, it can vary 
simply by tapering the nozzle end and concentrating the 
air-stream. We originally had 125mph as our entry criterion 
because there were so many models but backpack batteries 
are so few that we can include them all. The volume gives you 
a better idea of the actual shifting capabilities and if you see 
that the nozzle has a wide opening and relatively low speed 
at or below 125mph you can be sure that it could increase 
significantly with a concentrator nozzle. Better still is the figure 
for force in Newtons – if they all quoted it, that would be the 
fairest way to compare like with like and would have been our 
entry criterion. Max Forces and speeds shown are on boost or 

flat-out with their best battery.

COST: NB: Big increase in battery costs 
since the first GUIDE in AC#19. The prices 
quoted are for the 
• Entire Kit = blower, battery pack/
harness, and charger

• Blower body-only minus a battery.
•  Backpack/harness minus the blower 
if it is not integrated. In some models 

the backpack is simply a carrier for any of 
their standard batteries – this cost is the 

backpack with integrated battery or with 
default standard batteries. 

• STD BATTERY ONLY: The individual cost of the default 
standard battery (shown in burnt-orange). Refer to issue 19 
for all battery options. 

• HARNESS ONLY: Just the back-carry system with no battery. 
Where there are two prices it will be because the harness 
can be purchased without a waistbelt. 

All prices INCLUDE VAT/local taxes. – expect to pay quite a lot 
more for higher capacity batteries. 

DURATION: Is a range from constant full speed/BOOST using 
most power down to the lowest power setting for the longest 
duration. In reality the boost mode is used sparingly so actual 
run time will rarely be the minimum time shown. Min-Default-
Max refers to standard batteries and means the minimum run 
time using the smallest Ah battery to the maximum run time 
using the largest Ah battery with the min/max for the default 
battery in between. Backpacks may have only the maximum 
figure for the type of blower listed.

RECHARGE and CHARGERS is to100% charged – a number 
of companies quote 30to 80% charged because it's so much 
quicker than that last 20 or 30%. Fast charging is shown in 
green. Standard charging (which may also include multi-
charging) is in black with charging times for the default battery 
shown in burnt orange. For Chargers: Fast/Rapid charger = n 
Standard charger = n  High capacity = n n 12v/vehicle charger = nn
and Multi Charger = n  

CHARGE STATUS nThis will either be a panel on the casing – 
often indicating the individual status for each battery if it is 
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BACKPACK /BLOWER LBP560-900/DPB-600  Power+/LB6000/6003  BAX1501 LBX6000 Pro 60 X/ 2420902T Pro 60 2403802/GD60AB  

COMPANY ECHO EGO EGO GREENWORKS GREENWORKS

ORIGIN
MAX VOLTAGE 50.4v Li-ion 56v Li-ion (Power+) 56v Li-ion (Commercial) 60v Li-ion (X-Range) 60v Li-ion
TOOLS in RANGE nnnnnnnnnnnn nnnnnnnnnnnn nnnnnnnnnnnn nnnnnn * *
MAX AIR SPEED m/s   kmh/mph 72.5  265kmh / 164mph  75  193kmh / 160mph  75   212kmh / 130mph 71.5  258kmh / 160mph 62.6   225kmh / 140mph

MAX AIR VOLUME   cmm / cfm 10.8 / 381 17 / 600 16.9 / 596 15.8 / 560 15.3 / 540
MAX AIR FORCE Newtons n/a 19.2 19.2 19 n/a
BATTERY  -  INTEGRATEDINTEGRATED  SEPARATESEPARATE nn nn(x1) nn nn(x2) nn(x1)
FIXED BLOWER/CORDED BLOWER nn nn nn nn nn

 HARNESS /BATTERY/BLOWER/CHARGER £1300 - €1500 £430 $400 €360 £1390 $1699 €1887 - $950 €900 £350 $350 €300
   BLOWER ONLY (no battery) £380 - €330 £299 $500 - £299 $500 €418 - $330 €300 £200 $200 €190
   HARNESS/BATTERY ONLY (no blower) £995 - €1200 £370 - -  £1100 $1400 €1469 - - - - - -
   STD BATTERY ONLY (DEFAULT) - - - £199 $300 €250 - - - - $299 x2 - £250 $200 €273
  CARRY  HARNESS ONLY (no battery) - - - £129-170 $220 €135 £135 $180  €160 - - - - - -
WEIGHT: BLOWER EXC. BATTERY 3.2kg / 7 lb 5.7kg / 12.5 lb 2.7kg / 5.9lb 2.3kg / 5.1lb 4.3kg / 9.4lb

WEIGHT: BATTERY/HARNESS 9.4kg / 20.7 lb 7.9kg / 17.4.lb* 11.2/12kg* / 24.6/26.3lb* 5.2kg  / 11.4lb 6.2*-7kg  /13.6*-15.4lb

DEFAULT BATTERY Ah / Wh: 16Ah 5/280, 7.5/420, 10/560* 28Ah / 1568Wh 2.5, 5, 8Ah/432Wh* 4, 5*, 6Ah/324Wh

Min/Max WEIGHT of default BATTERY 8.2kg
18 lb

2.21, 2.9, 3.4kg 
4.8, 6.3, 7.4lb

-
1.3, 2.1, 2.9kg
2.8, 4.7, 6.4 lb

1.9, 1.9, 2.7kg

4.2, 4.3*, 6lb

BACKPACK DIMENSIONS L x W n/a 432x350mm / 17x13.8" 510x390mm / 20x15.4" 686x381mm / 27x15" 460×240mm / 18.1x9.5"

DURATION: min - default - max 72 mins 15-120-300mins 70-350mins -80mins 15-20-90-135mins

RECHARGE:   FAST STANDARD
  (for default battery) 168-336mins

40-60-70mins 
100-145-190mins 3.5-7hrs 45-90mins 

45-120mins
30/40-60-90-120mins
60/75-120-180-240mins

CHARGERS: FAST, STD, HiCapHiCap, 12v12v,  Multi nn nnn n nnn nnn&micro-charger 
CHARGE STATUS /COLLAR-SCRAPER nn n n nn nn

CRUISE CONTROL/SPEEDS/BOOST nvariablen nvariable n4 n nVariable n nVariable n
BRUSHLESS MOTOR/USB/12v port n n n nn n n

SOUND PRESSURE: LpA/POWER LwA 81.9/97 83 / 97 80 /93 66 66
WARRANTY (years) /BATTERY 2pro/2pro 5pro/3 (5 for the10Ah) 3pro/3 4/4 4/3

NOTES
Backpack not available in US 

where a new 56v battery blower 
due in 2022 (not compatible with 

this backpack)

*Largest 3 EGO Batteries with LED 
Charge status. 2,2.5 & 4AH cost & 
weigh less.  Backpack with blower 

No Battery =£250/$300/€300
*weight inc integrated blower

*Harness weight with and without 
waist belt. The 23Ah BAX1300 still 

available from some stores for 
around £880/$1000

X-range currently US only. See issue 
19 for full range of batteries.

*Backpack is for blower only but  
the batteries will fit 50+ tools.  

8Ah in EU soon. 

*5Ah & X-range batteries in USA, 
not available in UK. See issue 19 for 
full range of batteries. *Backpack is 
blower only but the batteries it uses 

will fit 50+ tools

WEBSITE echotools.com egopowerplus.com egopowerplus.com greenworkstools.com greenworkstools.com

IMAGES NOT 
TO SCALE
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              using standard batteries slotted into a casing or may be 
      a status panel close to or on your trigger handle. In reality 
you're more likely to keep working until the battery falters or 
kicks down a level to show it's running out with status checking 
undertaken at the start or end to determine if it needs to be 
charged. Don't forget that batteries need to cool down before 
they will charge properly. Some chargers have fans to help this 
but can be quite noisy.
  
COLLAR-SCRAPER n: Because some of the job involves getting 
stubborn leaves and compressed wood chips out of the ground 
many models have a 'scuff-collar' or 'debris-scraper'. This is 
a reinforcement of the nozzle-end that allows you to pry up 
leaves and chewing gum. 

CRUISE CONTROL n is the ability to lock the speed at a 
particular level so that you don't need to keep the trigger held. 
This might be for air speed or air volume. It's not quite the same 
but we've taken this term to also cover any device that has 
speed settings where you switch to a set speed and don't need 
to keep the trigger depressed. Some of these have no trigger so 
a set speed is your only option.

SPEEDS is either a number indicating that you can cycle through 
x-number of set speeds or it will say 'variable' which means 
the speed will vary infinitely depending on how far the trigger 
is depressed. Some offer both variable speed via the trigger 
and also switch settings, via a button, switch or rotating 'cog' 
for want of a better word. As already mentioned these setting 
are usually for speed but may be for volume giving you a vast 
number of actual speed options. 

TURBO/BOOST n is a push-button, short-term boost to 
maximum power. This is normally only deployed occasionally to 
help shift stubborn debris or overcome a head-wind (good luck 
with that) because it uses the maximum amount of power.

BRUSHLESS n is a brushless motor which all of these blowers 
are. Regular motors use brushes which rub causing friction  
and excessive heat. Without brushes there's less to wear  
out, less friction and greater efficiency. Motors last longer  
and are quieter. USB n12v portn: Some backpacks (indeed 
some standard batteries) offer USB charging ports and 12v 
(cigarette lighter) ports to charge your electronic devices and  
car accessories. 

SOUND PRESSURE/POWER is still an important consideration 
if you're using a blower for extended periods. Battery blowers 
are of course MUCH quieter than petrol/gas models. These 
figures are for the blower motor but remember that some 
are integrated into the backpack battery system rather than 
separately corded so the sound may be much closer to your  
ear than with a blower held out in front of you.

WARRANTY: Some list 'Pro' but be sure to double check that 
the warranty extends to professional use. This is a good way to 
differentiate the pseudo pro stuff.

www.arbclimber.com
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BACKPACK /BLOWER BL36200/ RB 36DL L4 340iBT BLi940X(950X*) / 550iBTX

COMPANY HIKOKI (HITACHI) HUSQVARNA HUSQVARNA

ORIGIN
MAX VOLTAGE 36v Li-ion 36vLi-ion(BLi100-series) 36v Li-ion
TOOLS in RANGE nnnnnnnnnnnn nnnnnnnn nnnnnnnnnnnn nnnnnnnnnnnn

MAX AIR SPEED m/s   kmh/mph  53  191kmh / 119mph 61  219.6kmh / 136.5mph 66  237.60kmh / 147.64mph

MAX AIR VOLUME   cmm / cfm 13.3 / 470 13.7 / 484 12.7 / 452
MAX AIR FORCE Newtons 15.2 17 21
BATTERY  -  INTEGRATEDINTEGRATED  SEPARATESEPARATE nn nn(x2) nn

FIXED BLOWER/CORDED BLOWER nn nn nn

 HARNESS /BATTERY/BLOWER/CHARGER £990 $1300 €1180 £950 $1050 €900 £1940 $2300 €2300
   BLOWER ONLY (no battery) £400 $410 €436 £399 $450 €460 £598 $800 €700
   HARNESS/BATTERY ONLY (no blower) - - - - - - £1200 $1600 €1435
   STD BATTERY ONLY (DEFAULT) - - - £219 x2 $220 x2 €260 x2  £950 $969 €1332
  CARRY  HARNESS ONLY (no battery) - - - - - - £75 $110  €143
WEIGHT: BLOWER EXC. BATTERY 2.8kg/ 6.2lb 6.3kg/ 13.9lb 6.3kg/13.9lb

WEIGHT: BATTERY & HARNESS 12kg  / 26.4lb 9.9kg /21.8lb 9.4kg /20.7lb

DEFAULT BATTERY Ah / Wh: 21Ah / 750Wh 2.6, 5.2, 9.4Ah
2.6Ah/93.6Wh, 5.2Ah/180Wh, 9.4Ah/337Wh 29.1 (31.1*)Ah / 1120Wh

Min/Max WEIGHT of default BATTERY -
0.9-1.3-1.8kg

2, 2.8, 4 lb
-

BACKPACK DIMENSIONS L x W 330x250mm / 13x10" 600x550mm / 23.6x12.7" 680x600mm / 26.8x23.6"

DURATION: min - default - max <8hrs 10-20-30-60mins 60-105mins

RECHARGE:   FAST STANDARD
 (for default battery)                     10 hrs  30mins 

50-200mins 
175mins 
1020mins

CHARGERS: FAST, STD, HiCapHiCap, 12v12v,  Multi n nnnnnn nn

CHARGE STATUS /COLLAR-SCRAPER n nn nn

CRUISE CONTROL/SPEEDS/BOOST 4 n nvariablen nvariablen
BRUSHLESS MOTOR/USB/12v port n n n n

SOUND PRESSURE: LpA/POWER LwA 81/93 78/94 61
WARRANTY (years) /BATTERY 3 2 2

NOTES
Dual voltage 'Multi-Volt' =36v fits 

28 tools plus 54 existing 18v system 
tools at higher Ah. 

Other Husq batteries will fit - see 
issue 19 for battery ranges.  

*BLi950X in USA/Canada
BLi940x&950X battery will run any 
Husqvarna blower with an adapter. 

550X detachable battery will run 
this blower with reduced run-times

WEBSITE hikoki.com husqvarna.com husqvarna.com

BLi520X(550X*) /536LiBX PDC1200A01/DUB362/XBU02 PDC01/ CBU01Z* KBB600

HUSQVARNA MAKITA MAKITA KOBALT

36vLi-ion 18/36/40v Li-ion 36&40v Li-ion(18vLXTseries) 80v Li-ion (Max)
nnnnnnnnnnnn nnnnnnnnnn nnnnnnnnnn nnnnnnnn

58  209kmh / 130mph 54  201kmh / 125*mph 70  253kmh / 157mph 65  233kmh / 145mph

14.2 / 501 13.4 / 473 17.6 / 622 16.4 / 580
n/a 14 n/a n/a
nn nn nn(x4) nn(x1)
nn nn nn nn

£1170 $1600 €1423 - - - - - - - $450 -
£430 $580 €520 £280 $270 €330 £309 $750 €670 - - -
£860 $1150 €1025 £1080 $1450 €1545 £625 $958 €850 - $200 -

£750 $1035 €920 - - - £95 x4 $150 x4 €110 x4 - $300 -
£75 $110 €143 - - - - - - - - -

2.5kg/5.5lb 3.5kg / 7.7lb 4.3kg / 9.5 lb 3.8kg / 8.3lb

7.1kg /15.6lb 8.8kg / 19.4lb 7.8kg /17.2 lb 6.2kg / 13.6lb

14.4 (15.6*)Ah / 520Wh 33.5Ah / 1206Wh 3, 4, 5, 6Ah  <432Wh 2/2.5, 4, 5, 6Ah

- - 1, 1.36, 1.36kg
2.2, 3, 3lb

1.46, 2.6, 2.5, 2.5kg

3.2, 5.7, 5.5, 5.5lb

483x600mm / 19x23.6" 369x261mm / 17x10.25" 400x270mm / 15.75x10.6" 584x279mm / 23x11"

70-110mins <5hrs 4-6-44-84mins 13-30mins

85mins 
123mins 360mins   22-36-45-55mins 

60-90-110-120mins  75-150mins

nn n nnn nn

nn n n nn

nvariablen nvariable+6volume nvariable nVariable n
n n n n

78/94 79.1/93.5 59 n/a
2 3pro 3 5/3

*BLi550X in USA/Canada
BLi520X&550x battery will also run 

any Husqvarna blower with relevant 
adapter 

*cost includes £200 twin battery 
adapter. *Will also power the 

UB001/CBU01, DUB184/XBU03 and 
DUB363/XBU04 Blowers

External LED charge status for all 
4 batteries*With £200 adapter 

will also power the DUB362/XBU02, 
DUB184/XBU03 and DUB363/XBU04 

Blowers

based on Greenworks systems.
May be discontinued. If available, 
this is usually sold with the much 

cheaper 2/2.5Ah battery.

husqvarna.com makita.biz makita.biz lowes.com

IMAGES NOT 
TO SCALE
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BACKPACK /BLOWER KBB4240 PR BP675i 40470/RY36BPXA SBH 900 AE /SAB900AE AR1000 /BGA 100 AR2000 (2000L) /BGA100 AR3000(3000L) /BGA 200

COMPANY KOBALT POULAN-PRO/(JONSERED) RYOBI STIGA/MOUNTFIELD STIHL STIHL STIHL

ORIGIN
MAX VOLTAGE 40v Li-ion 58v Li-ion 40(36)v (Max-Power) 48v Li-ion (Expert) 36v Li-ion (AR/AP-System) 36v Li-ion (AR/AP-System) 36v Li-ion (AR/AP-System)
TOOLS in RANGE nnnnnnnnnnnn nnnnnnnnnn nnnnnnnn nnnnnnnnnn nnnnnnnnnn nnnnnnnnnnnn nnnnnnnnnnnn nnnnnnnnnnnn

MAX AIR SPEED m/s   kmh/mph 69 217kmh / 135mph 67 241kmh / 150mph 65 232kmh / 145mph 55 198kmh / 123mph 75 270kmh / 168mph 75 270kmh / 168mph 84 302kmh / 188mph

MAX AIR VOLUME   cmm / cfm 19.5 / 690 21.2 / 750 17.7 / 625 15.8 / 558 14 / 494 14 / 494 15.6 / 553
MAX AIR FORCE Newtons n/a n/a n/a n/a 17 17 21
BATTERY  -  INTEGRATEDINTEGRATED  SEPARATESEPARATE nn(x2) nn(x1) nn(x2) nn(x2) nn nn nn

FIXED BLOWER/CORDED BLOWER nn nn nn nn nn nn nn

 HARNESS /BATTERY/BLOWER/CHARGER - $285 - - $450 - - - - £776 - €801 - - - - - - - - -
   BLOWER ONLY (no battery) - - - - - - £260 $260 €300 £299 - €359 £385 $380 €469 £385 $380 €469 £460 $410 €579*
   HARNESS/BATTERY ONLY (no blower) - $200 - - $200 - - - - £209 - €209  £650 $720 €900 (£1150) ($1430) €1180 (£1500) $1600(1800) (€1400)
   STD BATTERY ONLY (DEFAULT) - $150 x2 - - $300 - £150 x2 $180 x2 €250 x2 £250 x2 - €250 x2 - - - £1000 $990(1100) (€1099) £1350(1650) $1400(1700) €1350(1650)

  CARRY  HARNESS ONLY (no battery) - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  - (£169) $200 (€192) (£169) $200 (€192)
WEIGHT: BLOWER EXC. BATTERY 7.5kg / 16.5lb 3.8kg / 8.3lb 8.4kg/ 18.5lb 2.7kg / 5.9 lb 2.5kg / 5.5 lb 2.5kg / 5.5 lb 2.5(3.2)kg / 5.5 (7.1)lb

WEIGHT: BATTERY & HARNESS 10kg / 22lb 6.2kg / 13.6lb 10kg/ 21.1lb 6kg /13.2 lb 5.5kg / 12.1 lb 7.9 (7.4)kg /17.4 (16.3) lb 8.1 (7.1)kg / 17.9 (15.6) lb

DEFAULT BATTERY Ah / Wh: 3, 4, 5Ah 2/2.5, 4, 5, 6Ah 2, 4, 5, 6Ah* 7.5Ah  / 324Wh 16.6 Ah / 626 Wh 21.8(27.4)Ah/916(1015)Wh 32( )Ah / 1148(1500)Wh

Min/Max WEIGHT of default BATTERY 0.9, 1.25, 2.3kg

2, 2.73, 5lb

1.46, 2.6, 2.5, 2.5kg

3.2, 5.7, 5.5, 5.5lb

0.95, 1.45, 1.5, 1.6,kg*

2.1 , 3.2, 3.4, 3.5, lb
2.12kg  
4.7 lb

4.3kg 

9.46 lb

6.5(7.4)kg

14.3(16.3lb)
6.8 (9.5)kg
15 (20.9) lb

BACKPACK DIMENSIONS L/H x W 558x304mm / 22x12" 582x413mm / 22.9x16.25" 485x462mm / 19x18.2" 470x390mm / 18.5x15.3" 495×313mm / 19.5x12.3" 495×313mm / 19.5x12.3" 495×313mm / 19.5x12.3"

DURATION: min - default - max 17-200mins -30mins 15-30-90mins 100mins 45-225mins 60(75)-300(375)mins 86-536(550)mins*

RECHARGE:   FAST STANDARD
(for default battery) 120mins 75-150mins 20-40-50-60mins 180mins 

330mins
120mins 
160mins

130(150)mins
215(270)mins

160 (220)mins
265 (400)mins

CHARGERS: FAST, STD, HiCapHiCap, 12v12v,  Multi n nn nnn nnn nn nn nn

CHARGE STATUS /COLLAR-SCRAPER n n nn n n nn n nn

CRUISE CONTROL/SPEEDS/BOOST nVariable n nVariable n nVariable+4n nVariablen nVariable+3 Variable Variable
BRUSHLESS MOTOR/USB/12v port n n nn nn nn nn nn

SOUND PRESSURE: LpA/POWER LwA n/a 59dB 78.8/94 80/90 80/90 80/91
WARRANTY (years) /BATTERY 5/3 5/3 5/3 2 2 2, 1Pro 2, 1Pro

NOTES
Based on Greenworks systems.

Also a 2.5Ah battery but not 
recommended for prolonged use.

Poulan Pro and Jonsered are owned 
by Husqvarna

Ryobi Japan sold OPE to  
Techtronics (China). One of the  

quietest models. 
*also 7.5Ah in USA=$250, 9Ah in 

EU=€300 and 12Ah in Asia

Backpack will use any Stiga batter-
ies - see issue 19 for full range of 

batteries

Powers all AP tools with an adapter
AR900 discontinued

Powers all AP tools with an adapter.
We think the basic AR2000 will be 
phased out in favour of the 2000L

Powers all AP tools with an adapter
AR3000 may be phased out soon.

*Includes a €72 attachment to 
support the weight of the blower on 

the backpack harness belt

WEBSITE lowes.com poulanpro.com jonsered.com ryobitools.com stiga.com stihl.com stihl.com stihl.com

IMAGES NOT 
TO SCALE
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Featuring a burly polyester 24-strand sheath and 

redesigned core, this fully-certified, double-braid 

climbing line’s ability to absorb dynamic forces 

makes it ideal for MRS and SRS. Also available 

with Sterling’s new SlimStitch™ sewn eye, 

designed with a low-profile, high-strength tack 

that allows the eye to pass through typical gear.

MBS increased by 25%, to 6,744 lb/30kN

No milking of sheath

Sheath slippage reduced by 40% to 0.3%

Meets ANSI Z133 and EN 1891 Type A

Scion™  
Climbing Line

NEW! Low-profile 
SlimStitch eye

Scion™ 11.5mm
Double-braid arbor climbing lines that are fully- 
certified. Meets ANSI Z133 and EN 1891 Type A.

F E AT U R E D  R O P E

When half 
your job  

is getting 
 up to it.

Visit your local rope retailer or  
SterlingRope.com for more product info.
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Accessing Big TreesAccessing Big Trees
Crossbow Line-SettingCrossbow Line-Setting

   byby  Michael (Ox) OxmanMichael (Ox) Oxman
Thanks to Chris Coates for putting together the Destination: 
Trees! 2021 rec climb near Yosemite in June.

The evolution of old growth tree climbing has resulted 
in specific advances in technology. It has been great to 
watch and help develop this art form since climbing 

my first Coast Redwood tree in 1988. A fantastic source of 
motivation has been seeing the looks of pure joy on the faces 
of my companions over the years, as they arrive at vantage 
points they always just dreamed of attaining.

Expeditions to ascend virgin timber have quite a bit of 
build-up in preparation for the finale of reaching the top of 
a mature tree out in the forest. These trees are generally too 
big to climb conventionally. A rope must be installed, and 
that rope is what is climbed.

Just packing the gear required to ascend these giants involves 
careful acquisition and planning. The logistics of carrying a 
rope that is long enough to run from the ground, up over a 
branch in the top of a tree, and back down the ground again 
is considerable. It can sometimes mean a full spool of line 
carried in a backpack, or the help of an extra group member 
is enlisted, or an extra trip to the trailhead is required.

The refinement of line launching devices and techniques 
has made these climbs for recreation, work, and research 
purposes much easier. Some of the more popular 
line launching tools are described in the book, "The 
Fundamentals Of General Tree Work", by Jerry Beranek.

A wide range of rope access technicians have developed line-
setting methods for use by canopy researchers, ski patrol, 
search & rescue, paramedics, law enforcement SWAT teams, 
firefighters, tugboat captains, recreational slackliners, and 
mountaineers, among others.

Besides crossbows, other types of rope access tools include 
standard archery compound bows; elastomeric slingshots; 
compressed air cannons; CO2 dog retriever-trainers; 
converted firearms-based shotguns, rimfire, and centerfire 
45-70 caliber buffalo guns; naval guns; and rocket-powered 
line launchers for long range access.

A few of these custom crossbow rigs have been donated 
to the Tree Research Education Endowment Fund, & made 
available at auctions benefiting the TREE Fund's scholarship 
grant programs for college students enrolled in tree research 
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developed over time, commonly by untangling many line snags, 
which require many re-shoots. 

The photo inset on the title page shows Anthony Basile getting 
a line about 175' up & over a main limb of a Sequoiadendron 
tree. Not only was the limb a meter in diameter, the arrow 
passed close to the trunk, which assured us of it's sound 
attachment to the trunk. After hauling the throwline, then the 
climb line, optics allowed us to confirm placement was in an 

appropriate position. To see the spot where the arrow had 
carried 
the pilot 
line, the 
tripod-

mounted 
Sony 

Cybershot 
RX10 Mark 4 
camera was 

used to take photos with it's 25X lens, then we 
zoomed in to see the spot where the arrow had carried the 
pilot line. 

Many trees are too thick to get visual confirmation prior to 
leaving the ground, so the first climber to ascend can get a big 
surprise when he arrives at the tie-in point! It is common for 
the initial ascent to reveal the need to reset the line higher in 
the tree. Subsequent climbers can then make an unobstructed 
climb all the way to the top, which speeds up the entire 
sequence of convening the group in the canopy. 

The high point of the Yosemite trip was when Chris hauled 
up the crossbow into one of a pair of Giant Sequoiadendron 
trees. He was at 230' above the ground, and couldn't see thru 
the foliage below him to monitor the route that the rope was 
following to hoist the crossbow. The arrow on the uncocked 
bow was sticking out in a cross formation, making the package 
a little less than streamlined for Chris to hoist. To allow the 
unwieldy crossbow to bypass lower limbs on its way upwards, 
we used voice & radios to pause the lift while I redirected the 
line. Then he resumed hoisting the archery linesetting unit after 
the obstacles were cleared. We did not know if the route would 
allow the crossbow to pass, so there was some uncertainty, and 
then elation set in when the bow successfully reached him in 
the top of the tree. 

The time to shoot the arrow from tree to tree was very late  
in the day. This shot was necessary to install the highline  
that was to span the gap. We had spent a lot of time hiking  
and shooting just to get climbers into the 2 trees, which are 
180' apart. Luckily, our crew has experience bowhunting & 
fishing, so the components on the linesetting rig weren't 
completely unfamiliar.

Then there was the possibility that drawing back the bowstring 
would not be possible for a climber standing on the end of a 
branch. Usually this operation is done with the foot stirrup 
firmly pushed into the ground, for stability. It takes a lot of 

curriculum. A crossbow was auctioned off as a fund-raiser  
in California at the 2020 Redwood Rec Climb & Campout,  
and another was given as a premium to a TREE Fund donor 
at an auction at the North American Open Masters NAOM 
Colonial Williamsburg tree climbing competition held in 
Virginia in May, 2021.

The inletting woodwork 
on the forearm stock 
to attach the Michell 
300 spinning reel to this 
crossbow was done by 
@JeffSchroeder1982, an Oregon 
arborist and woodworker specializing in hanging 
handles and restoring vintage falling axes. The reel 
was overflowing with 125 yards of Berkley micro-
dyneema Fireline. We used the #20 pound test size, 
which has a diameter of #6 test line. Since all the 
fishing line wouldn't fit on the spool, it had to be 
shortened, which did not allow the arrow to reach 
the ground on the other side of the tree. We then had 
to lengthen the line, before being able to attach the 
400' throwline, and reel it in in the second stage of the 
3-stage line pull operation.

The next crossbow I build will be more powerful to fly 

higher and use thinner #14 pound 
test line to fit more capacity on 

the spool. Aerodynamic drag can be 
adjusted with the thinner lines that 

allow higher shots, and heavier lines 
(up to about #30 test) being for 

shorter shots.

Other adjustments for range 
are possible by changing out 

the projectile bolt to a shorter 
length to lessen wind drag, 
changing material to aluminum 

or carbon fiber, or by adding weights. The arrows we 
used at this event were solid fiberglass, with a weight 

of 3 and 1/3 ounces, or about 100 grams. Any less 
weight and the arrow won't return to earth by being heavy 
enough to overcome friction running over limbs. This variable 
can be modified on trees with open grown limb structure. 
The skills required for successful mastery of crossbow use are 

www.arbclimber.comwww.arbclimber.com
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MORE IS POSSIBLE
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strength to bend the limbs of the prod of the crossbow with 150 pounds of 
force. This was the first day this bow had ever been fired, and it was quite stiff. 
It was about dusk when we were locked and loaded. There would be no time 
to send up a spare arrow for a re-shoot if the shot missed. Hoisting anything up 
a 230' line is an exhausting and time-consuming process. The climbers in the 
other tree were in voice & sight contact, and audio signals were good between 
them. On the ground, the creek rushing past the trees made hearing what was 
going on upstairs difficult. Chris took this great phone pic of lining up to make 
the shot. The receiving tree has a 75' dead top, which kinda looks like a set of 
gunsights, so it's a very visual operation, with plenty of tracking lead & arrow 
drop over the course of flight.

The communication between the ground personnel (me) and climbers in 
each tree was good. We had radios, there was a clear line of sight 

over the tops of the understory trees which were (only!) 200' 
tall, and spoken command/responses could be heard clearly. 

As always, when sending an arrow at 230 feet per second, 

Chris Coates takes the shot....actually both shots because he took the photo as well!
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De-rigging. Chris Coates weighed down with kit

the shooter gives the command "Firing!", and everyone present 
goes silent for safety. We try to catch the auditory sounds of the 
projectile, to try and track the flight of the arrow as it unspools 
line off the reel in a high-pitched whizzing sound. We need to 
be able to hear the riccochet as the bolt arrives at it's target 
and begins to fall thru the limb structure of the tree.

This traverse all happens over the course of about a second 
and a half. Since the arrow is travelling directly away from the 
shooter, it appears as a white dot, with a fuzz of spiraling yellow 
fishing line trailing behind in a rooster tail. At the moment the 
arrow loses velocity, it turns downward as it passes over the 
target limb, and presents an opportunity to see the full length 
of the 33" long arrow as it descends. It is at this time that 
confirmation of the accuracy of the shot can be evaluated. 
The rest is history, captured in a 10 minute documentary video 
on Youtube https://youtu.be/XkQ4Sor3IAc. 
Three climbers ended up spending two nights sleeping 
in hammocks suspended from the highline. The shot was 
successful on the first attempt, which was Chris' first time 
ever cocking & shooting a crossbow, much less in a tree. The 
receiving team was able to retrieve the arrow, and select a 
secure fork to anchor the center of the 600' highline. They 
removed the arrow and tied on a throwline long enough to 
reach double the distance of the arrow throw. Chris operated 
the fishing reel, hauling in his 'catch'. When the throwline was 
untied from the fishing line, it was past sunset, and we were 
ready to hoist the highline.

To install the highline, the crews procedure was a deliberate 
3-stage horizontal line pull, consisting of fishing line, throwline, 

and then climbing line. Each of these 3 pulls are almost 400' 
long. During each of these pulls, the line must be stowed on the 
reel or in bags, or else an impossible snag would stop the effort 
immediately. In this type of operation, with a doubled rope, it 
is critical that both ends of the line reach the ground. 2 parallel 
lines were necessary because of the distance of the span and 
the weight of 3 climbers and their sleeping gear.

In the dark, it was a challenge for me to find the center of the 
line on the ground, and then mark it, so the folks up above 
could be sure that their weight would be supported equally by 
each half of the twin highlines.

Most of old growth tree climbing is line management. Besides 
the long access jug line commonly available to all members of 
the climbing team, each climber also has their own individual 
climbing line (about 200' long), and a long flipline (about 75' 
long). These auxiliary lines tend to complicate the visual sorting 
out of the 600' group lines that are shared. Night climbing 
further complicates matters with reduced visibility, fatigue, 
weather, and bathroom duty issues. The distinctive color fibers 
woven into these lines are a great aid to sorting out the owner, 
function and placement of each rope.

As a climber who began a 50 year career in arboriculture at the 
age of 17, I was trained to recognize assorted rigging lines of 
various diameters that were composed of natural manila fiber. 
The evolution of brown rope into these 'new-fangled' brightly 
colored streamers are 'just wonderful' to me.
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        POWER ASCENDERS � 
FOR PROFESSIONALS.

• for effortless and efficient 
rescue operations

• 0-24m/minute at 250kg, 
IP 67 standard

• variable rope grab system

ActSafe Power Ascenders are an ingenious combination of
a high-capacity rope winch in a compact, lightweight and
user-friendly design. They simply redefine the possibilities
for working in vertical environments.
skylotec.com

• simplifies and accelerates 
work on complex or difficult 
to access structures

• power-saving use

• remote control up to 150m

ActSafe ACX ActSafe RCX

IS PART OF
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INTRODUCTION

Some associate sleeping in a tree with journeys through 
Asia, where nights are warmer, trees are plentiful and 
it’s ok to get higher in the trees, but it doesn’t have to be 

high up to be an adventure. A hammock in a tree on a mossy 
riverbank in England may be enough of an adventure for some, 
while others like Ox and co in the previous article will want to 
climb the heady heights of the world's tallest redwoods before 
they rig their bed.

Arborists might see recreational climbing as a busman's  
holiday, but even they don’t stay in the canopy after dark, so 
slumbering up in the branches gives a different perspective. 
Now, a night in the trees is a highly popular activity for 
adventure holiday makers wanting to experience something 
different. The Tree Hotel in Sweden (see inset box opposite) is 
one of a growing number of places which offers the experience 
of sleeping high in the trees in some comfort. Tree houses are 
big in North America but in the UK and throughout Europe in 
particular, they are popular holiday accommodation. In parts 

of Asia, the warmer weather means that camping in the trees 
is comfortable all year round as long as you're prepared for 
the mozzies and humidity. Rock Climbers and Mountaineers 
sleep on big walls and exposed ledges and are familiar with 
the rigging methods necessary to stay safe during the night. 
Similarly, arborists are more skilled than lay-recreational 
climbers in identifying safe trees, branches and rigging points 
when pitching a sleeping station in the trees. Security is 
paramount when rigging and sleeping in the trees so we've 
included some information on p57 from Sophia Sparks of New 
Tribe on recreational tree climbing harnesses. 

HAMMOCKS
Depending on which trees are available, hammocks can be the 
easiest to rig and are certainly the simplest structures. If trees 
are close together, a hammock could be rigged just a couple 
of metres above ground, with strops or slings and carabiners. 
In some places this could be enough to rig a bed for the night. 
Ideally trees which slope slightly away from each other are 
useful for this, but they could also be straight, if there is some 

grip on the bark or better still branches to help support the 
anchor slings. 

Large tree adventure parks and recreational tree climbing 
companies rig installations high in the trees. As we saw on 
page 50 a particularly interesting setup is a zip line. These 
send the climber ‘zipping’ down from the highest point to 
the ground, or, in some set-ups; from one tree to another 
slightly lower one and mid-rope can make a great place to 
camp out for the night. 

Lines which run from tree to tree horizontally, similar to slack 
lines, are used to attach safety lanyards/carabiners for 'rope/
wire-walkers'. These horizontal safety lines should be full-
spec rope even in smaller diameters and can be used to assist 
in moving around and attaching your hammock. According 
to a tree climber who worked with zip lines in a tourist park 
in Cambodia: ‘We would just rig a hammock in the trees. 
You clip both ends of your hammock onto the safety line 
and then move yourself along the line in a caterpillar-action 
to where you want to sleep. Then, when you want to go to 
sleep, you unclip your safety line and rest. [ED: not sure I 
would recommend EVER sleeping in a suspended hammock 
or tent without being tethered in some way?] One time, I had 
gone up to sleep on the top zip line, which was the highest 
of all the lines in the park and there was a sudden thunder 
storm, so I had to descend all the way down about five zip 
lines. There was no on else there but me; I had to just work 
out how to get down myself.’ Thunder storms in trees are no 
joke as lightning hitting a tree can injure not only the tree but 
anyone in it [and of course, damage the ropes and rigging]. 

SLEEPING in SLEEPING in 
the TREESthe TREES                  

 by Charlotte Ina Sterland  by Charlotte Ina Sterland  

HOTEL IN THE TREES
While some prefer to be at one with nature and camp 
in the trees, some prefer an altogether more luxurious 
and eclectic experience. Many arborists will no doubt 
have turned their skills to building tree houses but one 
company in Sweden has gone so far as to build an entire 
collection of different cabins suspended in trees. The 
Tree Hotel in Sweden has an impressive collection of tree 

houses, from a 4x4x4m ‘Mirror Cube’ 
to the 'Nest' and the ‘UFO.'
CiS: What made you want to create 
these treehouse dwellings?! 
With inspiration from the 
documentary film The Treelover and 
then meeting some good friends 
who were architects, we develop a 
new concept for a modern designed 
treehouse. Our reason was that it was 
necessary to find a genuine concept  
to attract more guests to our hotel 
and village, to survive.   
CiS: What construction are you using? 
Are the houses attached directly 
to the wood or are they suspended 
using ropes/rigging? 
The structures are attached direct to 
the trees.
CiS: What would be the highest  
you would want to rig a house in  
the trees? 
Not over 10 metres. The construction 
cannot be safe over that level for our 
pine trees. Our rooms have a weight 
of 6-20 tonnes.

CiS: What have you discovered 
about construction in the trees? 
The trees grow wider every year 
and we need to adjust the bracket.  
There is always a risk of tree 
damage to living trees.
The Tree Hotel is at Harads in 

    Northern Sweden and has 'rooms' for up to five guests.
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HARNESSESHARNESSES
PORTALEDGES    (pics left)

The real masters of sleeping at 
height are the big-wall climbers 

who pioneered the Portaledge 
sleeping 'tents' in the 70s – 

literally a portable ledge 
installed on a sheer rock 

face. It's a rectangular 
(four cornered) 

hammock with a protective shroud. [ED: 
we had one back in the 80's that was 
a vivid pink colour which was intended 
to engender a womb-like comfort when 
you're suspended thousands of feet on 
a cliff face in a howling blizzard! ] Tree 
versions can have four attachment points, 
designed to be attached to four branches/
trees and provide the maximum stability. 
Rock Portaledges, like tents, can easily be 
dissembled and carried up the tree. They 
provide a flat base and need only one 
attachment point, from above, but require 
more construction than ropes or ready 
made hammocks: Packed in a small tent-
sized back they are actually less hassle for 
tree climbers than rock climber since they 
only need to be hauled in one-pitch rather 
than be carried up multiple rock pitches.

TENTS
There are a multitude of sleeping rooms which can be pitched 
in trees, from one to four person tents which are mostly strung 
up to a minimum of three trees. The great thing about these is 
they are invariably waterproof rather than having the simple 
mesh cover of many hammocks like the Ticket-to-the-Moon 
model in our title shot.  Being rained on is really annoying in the 
middle of the night and can put an abrupt end to any canopy 
adventure. Sleeping in the trees in style should be a priority 
and adverse weather conditions can not only put a dampener 
on your trip it can be pretty dangerous without the right gear. 
Loadings on the rigging eyes on tents like the one above are 
very high so make sure you thoroughly inspect all webbing and 
load-bearing components BEFORE your trip. Taking out a tent 
in the dark that was last packed away after a rain storm last 
summer is a recipe for disaster. 

OTHER DANGERS 
Apart from equipment failure of poorly maintained and 
inspected items, heavy rain, high winds and lighting strikes are 
the most likely cause for concern for tree climbers and those 
wishing to spend the night in the trees. Frequently, you might 
get all three in one micro-burst which can really catch you out. 
Make sure that you are safely tethered at 
all times and that you have at least 
a basic first aid kit on your harness 
just as you would while working.

One of the advantages of sleeping 
in the canopy is that over-friendly 
ground based animals are well 
avoided when you're up in the trees. 
In the UK, the most you might be accosted 
by is a curious squirrel, but in North America 
and Eurasia there are bears to think about 
not to mention bees, wasps and hornet 
nests. Mosquitoes, tend to fly below 
around 25 feet so may be less of a 
problem higher in the trees. One other 
thing to consider is a nocturnal tree 
critter chewing the alien piece of 
rope or webbing that has invaded his 
territory. Keep checking your gear!
 

RECREATIONAL TREE HARNESSES 

by  NEW TRIBENEW TRIBE
In the early ‘80s my arborist 
partner and I decided to take our 
passion for hiking in a vertical 
direction, to climb trees instead 

of trails. We used rock harnesses for 
our first recreational tree climbs, 

thinking our professional 
saddles were too bulky 

and heavy for the relaxed 
climbs we had in mind.

When we returned 
to the ground after 

our first climb, we knew 
recreational climbing would 

be a lot more fun if it didn’t hurt. So we 
set to work designing a lightweight saddle 

with comfort features in all the right places. We 
studied current life-safety construction techniques used 
by manufacturers in the fields of tree care, rock climbing, 
caving and mountaineering. After creating a few prototypes, 
we zeroed in on what became the New Tribe Basic Saddle, 
which easily passed the drop-testing and strength rating 
requirements found in safety standards.

Most recreational climbers need nothing more than a 
comfortable saddle with a few lightweight rings or loops 
to carry tools and accessories. Since they won’t be hauling 
heavy chainsaws and rigging gear into the crown, they don’t 

need many of the bells and whistles that make an arborist 
saddle suitable for tree work. When a professional 
saddle is loaded with weighty tools, the extra support 
from thick firm pads at waist and thighs adds to comfort 
and endurance for rigorous day-to-day climbing. On a 
lighter rec saddle, the smaller, thinner pads deliver the 
right level of comfort without the bulk.

New Tribe’s recreational product line now includes the 
classic Basic Saddle as well as a version with side 
Ds. We have a size-adjustable version called the 

Twist Saddle (pic left), scaled for kids and adults. 
And for event leaders and instructors we have 

the lightweight Tengu Saddle (pic top), a hybrid 
between a rec saddle and an arborist saddle that 
delivers all-day comfort while being robust enough 
for rescue and rigging work.
We get feedback all the time about how climbing 

trees changes lives. After climbing, people see trees 
and nature through new eyes, full of appreciation and 

wonder. This leads to a deeper awareness of our natural 
world and how precious it is. After one has climbed into the 
arms of a tree, the forest never looks the same.
                                     Sophia Sparks – NEW TRIBE 2021

Right: unlike professional Arborist 
harnesses, recreational harnesses come 
in specially designed kid's sizes. Never too 
young to get them climbing safely.

RECREATIONAL TREE CLIMBINGRECREATIONAL TREE CLIMBING www.rescuemagazines.comwww.rescuemagazines.com
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ED: RFID might seem like a trade name that's become a generic 
term but, unlike Hoover and App (although, in the case of App, 
it's probably a sore point to Apple who lost the sole-ownership 
rights in a court case!) RFID didn't evolve from a company 
product as much as government research. It was first seen in 
the 2nd World War as a means to track and identify aircraft. 
Remember those map-rooms where uniformed staff poked little 
models of aircraft and ships around a giant map diorama using 
long sticks – well that used RFID, unless it wasn't working that 
day and they just went old-school using guesswork, binoculars 
and long out of date radio messages. RFID stands for Radio 
Frequency Identification and uses a whole range of frequencies 
to transmit and receive data about an object from touching 
distance – such as a pet ID tag or higher cost shop bought 
product to a foot or so for library books and asset tracking to 
many miles away like whales and other wildlife, vehicles and 
aircraft data.

The distance a reader can identify a tag is determined by the 
frequency – lower frequency for short distance readers to 
ultra-high for longer-range systems. UHF is favoured because 
although distance-reading may not be required it is an option 
and therefore future-proof and UHF is much better than low 
frequency in dealing with metals and complex materials. The 
tag providing the information can be read by contact or very 
close proximity of the scanning device whether it's low, high 
of Ultra High frequency. The tags themselves don't need a 

power source to send their data – the 
minimal amount required is provided 
by the radio waves passing 
back and forth.
There are at least 30 
major RFID companies 
including giants 
like Fujitsu but we 
are only concerning 
ourself here with the 
companies specialising in 
rope and safety equipment who 
probably don't even get a mention in the 
wider RFID company community because they are mostly 
using lightweight, mobile systems rather than fixed readers 
and complex data transmission and collation. The average 
arborist company is looking for a simple hand-held tag-reader 
(generally the expensive bit) with an integral antenna and 
tags in the form of stick-on 'dots', labels and cable-tied tags 
(the cheaper bit unless you have half a million components 
that need tagging) tied to a smartphone or tablet app for data 
reading and manipulation. We'll get to the specifics of tags and 
readers shortly but It's worth remembering that each country 
has a different policy on what range of frequencies can be used 
for certain activities and commercial RFID may be restricted 
or severely restricted such that you can't simply purchase any 
system that takes your fancy from an international magazine 
like ours unless you first check local restrictions. In the US, 
RFID can use Low frequencies between 30 and 300 khz or High 
frequencies around 13.5 Mhz or Ultra High frequencies 300 to 
3000mhz. However, the FCC in the US limited RFID to a range 
from 902 to 928 and in Europe the regulatory authority limits 
the range from 865 to 868 Mhz. These limitations are to ensure 
that other types of equipment and comms aren't adversely 
affected by RFID systems. You would have thought that these 
two authorities would have didn't liaised well enough to choose 
a common range that otherwise might mean that you have 
to check your sourcing when you buy. However, We notice 
that Microsensys in Europe, (producing the DMM and Edelrid 
systems in this Guide) have UHF systems that cover both 868 
and 915mhz and inded they and EzyID provide readers for 
different country markets e.g. US, European and Australian 
frequencies. The rest of the world has largely either chosen 
one of these two system ranges or somewhere between the 
lower and upper limits that may be even more specific than the 
European and US limits.

HARDWARE
Once you have your ID reader and have put some kind of tag 
onto each piece of equipment (of which more later) you just 
need an App or program for your smartphones/PC/tablet to 
record and display the details for each item and you're away. 
The two main systems from Microsensys and Ezyid use a small, 
handheld reader held close to the tag and beep or flash or 
both to indicate that the kit has been recognised and the tag 
read. The information is then bluetoothed to your 'stocktaking' 
device. Some systems are obviously 'simpler' than others, 
though that's subjective and you may want to troll through the 
free-to-download apps to see what system suits your needs 
best. As these systems progress you will see better distance-
reading capabilities but these may not be back-compatible 
depending on the frequency used for your initial system. The 
advantage of distance-reading is that you can stand back and 
scan an entire rack of kit or maybe even the back of a van and 

capture the data for multiple items in one sweep. This is 
obviously a lot faster than individual contact-reading 

but it only tells you what you have or haven't got and 
what its last status was – without inspecting each 
item individually you still won't know what condition 

it's in. Most 'contact' readers will actually read out to a 
distance of several feet anyway and if you look at the wider 

RFID systems produced by Microsensys for big industry and 
governments there are a multitude of reader types including 
wrist-watches but the systems we're 
discussing here are specifically fine-tuned 
for rope-related equipment systems. 

Clearly there's a lot of development 
aimed at activity centres rather than 
arborists or rescue agencies so the 
integrated tag options will be limited for 
the next year or two. As you can see from 
the tables overleaf, there are some very 
similar systems and your final decision 
might simply be based on the number 
of products offered with integrated 
tags (tag built into the item during 
manufacture), indeed some, like DMM 
Gyro pulleys come with an integrated tag 
whether you want it or not. Companies 
like Beal, Petzl, Teufelberger and now 
Kong with their iConnector have opted to offer PPE specific 
or generic management/inventory software that helps you 
manage your inventory and gives alerts etc. about impending 
inspections but does so using either manual data input or 
scanning of a QR or embedded code rather than with RFID 
tagging and automatic status reading. Kong's new system uses 
a smartphone as your reader and although currently limited to 
carabiner will undoubtedly expand its range of coded products. 
In Beal's case they have augmented their largely manual system 
with NFC or Near-Field-Connection RFID tags on certain pieces 
of their equipment which can also be read by the smartphone 
itself without the need for an intermediate reader – in these 
days of doing virtually everything with your smartphone which 

RFIDRFID EQUIPMENT ID 
& INVENTORY SYSTEMS
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BEALBEAL DMMDMM EDELRIDEDELRID EZY iDEZY iD UNIROPEUNIROPE
READER SYSTEM Beal INSPECT ID (Microsensys) Microsensys RFID EZYiD Field-ID
ASSOCIATED APP www.beal-inspect.com 

(subscription)
Papertrail

www.papertrail.io
Gear Pilot (Free)

www.gearpilot.de EZYID App (Subscription) Password access to your kit database
(subscription)

MAX READING DISTANCE:  contact to 2cm/1" contact to 2cm/1" contact to 2cm/1" contact to 2cm/1" contact to 2cm/1"

ELECTRONIC READER Under review

COST not applicable £630 €600 £600/$640 /€540

RETROFIT TAG OPTIONS

DOTS/BUTTONS none £30 for10 
   £150 for 50 $50/€30 for10  

$33/€30 for10  
   £257/$268/€230 for 100

$1142/€970 for 500
none

ID ZIP TIES none £38 for 10   
£190 for 50 $76/€60 for10  

$37/€32 for10  
   £271/$320/€275 for 100

$1400/€1220 for 500
none

ROPE / STICKY LABELS none *£30 for 10  
£150 for 50 $50/€30 for10  

$20/€15 for10  
£133/$150/€130 for 100

£1080/$1200/€1030 for 1000
none

HELMET/LARGE ITEM STICKER none £30 for 10  
£150 for 50 $64/€40 for10  use regular stickers none

OTHER NFC chip for embedding 
in Beal TIP label

$43/€37 for10  
£291/$371/€317 for 100

£2390/$1682/€1437 for 1000

           +$9.20 -Web Sling with embedded tag
                +$15 – all other slings and hardware  

with embedded tags

KIT with INTEGRATED TAGS Harnesses, Lanyards, Shock Absorbers
 and Ropes with sewn terminations 

Carabiners, Revolver Rig, HitchClimber,Rigger 
& Gyro Pulleys, Web and Wire Slings, Rope, 
Hedgehog Rope-Pro, Linkits, Coron helmets, 

Centre-harnesses & Lanyards & custom items

TreeRex, Vector & Vertic harnesses.
 Carabiners, Kaa Mini Haul System, 
X-Tube Web Slings & Custom items

Carabiners, Rigging Plates, Pulleys, Web & 
Wire Slings, Helmets, Custom items

Chain, Wire and Webbing Slings
Selected Hardware

NOTES Smartphone acts as tag reader and all TiP 
labels have QR code if not an RFID chip *come with shrink wrap for rope marking 'Sling tags' are super-high-strength alloy plate 

with embedded data

DEALER/MANUFACTURER: beal-planet.com dmmwales.com microsensys.de edelrid.de  microsensys.de atheightuk.com   ezyid.com unirope.com

alike: Clothing retailers have used them to tag clothes against 
theft and keep track of goods, and events use RFID systems 
to log attendees and give them a pass to the event, similar to 
QR codes. RFID systems are good for tracking items, collecting 
data about users and providing access to further information 
via a database which the tag allows access to. Many database 
companies are working to make the software side of things 
as easy as possible. While RFID has been easy to use on larger 
goods, by attaching external tags, the climbing world has had 
to wait a while in order to see benefits, with companies like 
Petzl and CSP group working to create tagging systems for their 
goods which are seamlessly combined into the metal gear, since 
carrying extra weight is not ideal.
Costs of incorporating tags into kit has been a reason that some 
climbing companies are only just starting to think about RFID 
tagging. While tags might only costs a few pounds, the cost 
adds up when being used for thousands of carabiners. This said, 
advantages in inventory management can be considerable over 
a number of years.
DMM and the Carabiner Problem
Rob Partridge first started working with DMM to develop textile 

products such as tents, backpacks and sleeping bags, most 
notably bringing all their bag manufacture to the UK, but he  
has now been instrumental in incorporating RFID tagging into 
their products. 

RFID can halve the time taken for equipment inspections  
and has already been used for a while by some companies.  
If tagging numerous carabiners (some companies might have 
around 60,000), which are inspected twice a year, using tagging 
could seriously save time. 

DMM were the first company to solve the carabiner problem: 
Embedding a tag into a metal carabiner rather than simply 
sticking on a dot *which can come off or be damaged. The 
electric components in the tagging have an IP68 rating 
(meaning they are waterproof and dustproof), and the tags are 
glued into carbon buds. If for some reason the tag were to fall 
out, the item would be replaced by customer support, as policy.
Tagging increases the cost of carabiners by 30%. The return on 
investment is well accepted, but some people are still put off by 
the price. A £2.50 price increase is more significant for a 

already act as a payment methods and can read bar codes and 
QR codes, this seems like an obvious way to go especially when 
you consider that the electronic RFID readers cost hundreds 
but smartphone reading of codes needs a clear line of sight, 

in close contact and of course any surface label rather than 
embedded electronic chip, is prone to being abraded or too 
dirty to read. Petzl too may move into RFID but since 2018 they 
have had 2D QR style codes on their equipment which can be 
read by a scanner or a smartphone and can be integrated into 
management software systems e.g. Papertrail that DMM and 
Teufelberger use for their systems. Charlotte Ina Sterland has 
been speaking to some of the other key players in our industry 
to see what their electronic-reader systems have to offer:

Charlotte: Tagging systems have become known for their use 
in stock monitoring for many companies in recent years. For 
climbing; tagging can be used to monitor equipment location, 
numbers, and when it was last checked, as well as a history of 
the item and any incidents or notes.
As tags are finally getting to be useful for climbing and rigging 
companies, we take a look at what changes to RFID systems 
have been made and how the technology is being incorporated 
into metalwork, and how tagging can make life easier for both 
smaller and larger companies. Tagging systems have been 
around for years; adopted by retailers and tech enthusiasts 

14mm14mm 6mm

moulded tags
€30 for 29

www.arbclimber.com
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KNOWLEDGE IS KEY,  
KNOWLEDGE IS SAFETY
In the way we act, we aim to inspire people to push the 
boundaries, to remain curious and at the same time to 
appreciate the beauty of nature. Not only our products, 
which allow the freedom of movement in the vertical 
world, but also our efforts to share our accumulated 
know-how about their application, stand for this. Our 
Knowledge Base offers basic tips and sound back-
ground knowledge to anyone traveling vertically.

LEARN MORE ...
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carabiner than a larger item, however the main cost is currently 
the readers, which cost from £500-600, but are typically more 
like just over £1000. High frequency scanners have been around 
for 25-30 years, start at £100 and are built into mobile phones. 
UHF has only been around for about 15 years. In the coming 
years UHF may well become less expensive, but at the moment 
it is still far more expensive than high frequency. 

Scannable (Partridge’s new company) is a company currently 
collating data for PPE onto a centralised database and 
implementing tagging into a range of systems, not just PPE. As 
the software develops, more users are likely to get on board.

EDELRID – LARGE ACTIVITY CENTRES
Edelrid provide a host of tags and tagging systems for different 
gear with similar components to the DMM system. Purchasing 
of the actual reader is done directly through Microsensys 
but all retrofit labels can be purchased through any Edelrid 
dealer. Edelrid state that the reader will accept a tag from 2 to 
6 metres away but it's best to think of these handheld-reader 
systems as contact-readers. They initially opted to keep things 
simple in their range with just the four retrofit tagging options 
and the Microsensys reader but are now embedding chips in 
some 2022 harnesses, carabiners and Kaa micro-haul kit. 
‘Most of Edelrid’s clients [for RFID] are larger activity centres, 
and those who climb with large groups’ says Mark Stopford, 
Edelrid safety manager. ‘The goal is for tagging equipment to 
reduce time logging checks on paper forms.’ 
Again, the main drawback appears to be the cost of large 
quantities of tags and the expense of detectors. 

EZYID – TAGGING FOR RIGGING GIANTS
Australian company EZYID was adopted early on by ISC Wales 
showing how rope hardware manufacturers in particular felt 
that RFID was the way forward. Alex Witt and company have 
developed tagging for outdoor power companies for years.  
‘We work with oil and gas companies who are larger and have 
more equipment, therefore really need checks to be as easy  
as possible.’ 
‘It used to be that using UHF(Ultra High Frequency) tagging 
would take the cost of a 20 dollar piece of equipment up to 
50-60 dollars, but now it only adds around 5 dollars for an 
embeddable tag. For the retrofit range it’s only 2 dollars to tag.’
‘In Australia, where EZYID is based, there is no IRATA standard 

for arborists. Arborists need instead 
to fulfil compliance and minimum 

industry standards of PAC (the 
Practicing Arborist Community).  
A series of books have been 
written laying out the minimum 
industry standards in Australia 
and these will soon be used in 
New Zealand too. Needing to 
comply to standards will make it 
more likely for arborists to need 
to use tagging.’
EZYID use a sub-chain system in 

their software. As a supplier, they might get an order for 5000 
units of equipment. They would traditionally supply the client 
with a certificate of conformance, record the serial numbers 
and then supply it to them, which would save the client work. 
Now, they put all their equipment into their software solution, 
and can digitally transfer this into their system straight away, 
creating a digital twin of their assets. ‘It’s a cloud based system. 
They log in and ‘accept’ or ‘reject’. Now that info is in their 
system. They can then distribute that equipment out to their 
projects and job sites.’ 
Still in relative infancy, EZYID is being used by many rope access 
companies (Adelphus, UGL, in the UK: Oceaneering, KFA, 
Outrad, Applus) and fast becoming an industry stalwart.
Also working with some search and rescue companies in 
Australia, EZYID are now being used by companies globally by 
adventure parks too; in places from Sweden to Puerto Rica. 
This give the company a new level of complexity with the 
language, needing to change and make information viable for 
all languages.

DURABILITY: EZYID started working to create a MVP (minimum 
viable product) in 2018. They interviewed 4 different rope 
access companies to work out what they needed; going for 
companies which were really using the space they were 
working in. They created a MVP in 18 months of testing and 
then put it out to 3 rope access companies; to see that it 
worked. Now the company has ten full time developers working 
on the company at any one time, with three people doing scope 
and load testing.
The little red embeddable tag (pic below-left), the main product 
which has made EZYID successful, is incredibly durable. ‘We had 
this developed specially for us. It’s cheaper than competitors 
out there. Others were set up for military and medical use, 
where price wasn’t a barrier. Ours are epoxy which is cheaper; 
theirs are ceramic. Ours are very durable. You can hit it with a 
rubber mallet and it won’t break. A ceramic tag will shatter. You 
can boil this in water, put it in the freezer; we’ve had them UV 
tested; by exposing them to 7 years’ UV radiation, at the same 
time as humidity: You can throw these tags. I put a handful of 
tags in the microwave, knowing they would never work again, 
to make sure they didn’t spark. An electrical current which 
is way, way up. They didn’t spark after 2-5 mins and to my 
surprise they still work. Incredible little test. I got a real shock, 
that they still work.’ 
SENSORS: The UHF reader from EZYID retails at 900 AUSD. 
‘Unfortunately, they are expensive. Saying that, we are very 
competitive. Quite competitive. We are cheaper because we 
have more functions: We have audible tones to say you’ve read 
the tag and it’s possible to re-write the tags with the reader.’

UNIROPE – TECHNOLOGY IN DEVELOPMENT
Unirope covers the crane/heavy-lift side of arborist operations 
rather than PPE and as early entrants in the RFID arena have an 
interesting perspective. They provide tagging on spec to their 
customers. ‘RFID chips are sold as a separate item which can 
be added to a product on request,’ says Scott Anthony, rigging 
consultant. ‘In concept, RFID is a useful tool to “fingerprint” an 

item and help connect any information on testing that might 
accompany the products. In theory we can scan the chip and 
it will indicate a unique identification code which the software 
translates and matches up with records.’ This is useful for 
products which require regular inspection and testing. 
In practice, the adoption of RFID in our industry has not panned 
out as originally intended. We still have serial numbers that 
act the same as a chip, to match up with information in the 
database. Due to the steel/aluminium, required for durability, 
on some of our product tags, the reading of the RFID can be 
inconsistent. We experimented with various readers and even 
offered them to some of our larger customers for their own 
tracking. Ultimately, the inconsistency of the technology at 
the time of our integration did not work well enough for it to 
take. The software in the background is still utilised effectively 
with serial numbers as the search “fingerprint”. To note, our 
RFID technology is passive. The only information on the chip 
is a unique identifier number. That number means/indicates 
nothing until it is referenced/accesses the database on the 
software. ‘On average, the cost of chips we use is around 2-5$. 
We do not sell them individually and acquire them from a 
manufacturer. We are going to review the newest technology  
at some point as required and evaluate anything new that may 
be of value to our company and industry.’

CONCLUSIONS
Notwithstanding that the comments from the companies above 
will obviously seek to show their product in the best light and 
that Unirope had something of a false start with a system 
they didn't feel worked well enough in the rigging industry, 
It's difficult to find many reasons not to invest in one of the 
other three or four RFID kit ID systems. It not only speeds up 
inventory immeasurably it improves safety and accountability. 
Gone are the days of wrapping electrical tape around carabiner 
spines or taking a DIY engraving pen to scratch a number or 
code into a metal surface that looks like your 97 year Grandad 
did it. There's always been some unease about both these 
methods – is the glue on the tape safe, does scratching a 
groove in the metal weaken the structure? 
For rope hardware the stick-on dots are a great option – they 
stick on to metal with an epoxy glue that won't budge and are 
low profile enough to stand the test of time. The integration 
into smartphone apps is the real game changer for our sectors 
of the industry where being able to check kit in the field as well 
as back at base, is perfect. As these systems improve and the 
ability to track multiple items simultaneously from a distance 
becomes better, the time and admin cost savings become 
even greater and this will be where RFID becomes a better 
option than passive reading of 2D or QR style codes which 
will always be prone to wearing out. However, if RFID costs 
are currently too scary for smaller companies, the app-driven 
inventory systems from Beal, Petzl, Kong and Teufelberger using 
smartphones and 2D or QR style codes is pretty good and still 
far more efficient than the old paper file days.
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Atlantic BraidsAtlantic Braids

 12 12,,  1616  &&  2424  Strand Climbing RopeStrand Climbing Rope

Atlantic braids was not a rope 
manufacturer we were familiar with in 
arb or rescue. We knew the name of 

course but had never used any of their rope 
or even seen them in our neck-o-the-woods! 
So we requested some. When a box of tricks 
turned up several months ago our first job, 
with no disrespect to Atlantic Braids, was to 
make sure that the ropes they had sent, were 
actually worth reviewing. They all sailed through 
the visual and section-cutting assessment on 
the kitchen breadboard. What we had was a 
spliceable rope series called GripFlex which we 
initially thought were all the same construction 
aside from the sheath strand count but it turns 
out they're all slightly different. The 12 and 
16-strand are a single braided polyester sheath 
over parallel twisted bundles of nylon for the 
16-strand and polyester for the 12-strand 
with both about 1/2" in diameter. The smaller 
diameter 24-strand is now the commonest 
climbing rope construction and in this case is 
a double braided polyester with a 16-strand 
inner braid overlaying a polyester core. The 
name implies good grip while remaining flexible 
enough to knot well and run well through 
devices. We'll see. The 12-strand is also available 
as a 5/8" 15.6mm rigging rope. We also have 
one of Atlantic Braids 32- strand kernmantle 
ropes, the 11.7mm rainbow coloured, polyester 
sheathed Endurance (left) which we're reviewing 
separately but all ropes are priced at roughly the 
same as the other key quality rope brands. 
 
There are so many high quality ropes in the 
access industries that it's difficult to keep 
up. Gone are the days when we only had to 
choose between a handful of well-known 
and established brands. Since the turn of the 
century we must have seen at least another 
dozen quality brands establish themselves  
and once arb started turning to SRT the 
floodgates opened because all of the 
predominantly kernmantle manufacturers  
like Edelrid, Cousin, Sterling, Teufelberger/ 
New England, PMI etc. turned their skilled 
attention to the arb industry. 

GRIPFLEX 12strand 16strand 24strand
SHEATH Polyester Polyester Polyester

CORE Polyester Nylon Poly 16str

DIAM mm 13mm 12.7mm 11.7mm

DIAM " 1/2" 1/2" >7/16"
WT /m 134g 112g 98g
WT / 100ft 9lb 7.5 lb 6.6 lb
Av Tensile 3040kg 4100kg 2800kg
Av Tensile 6700lb 9200 lb 8180 lb
COST/m $2.46 $2.85 $3.15
WEB  atlanticbraids.com
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In the dim and distant past we tested 
ropes that we actually would consider 
to be dangerous but in the modern era, 
rope manufacturing is a self-regulating 
industry in terms of quality – aside from 
the occasional rogue problem that might 
slip through tight quality control measures, 
they simply cannot produce anything that 
is poor quality and not up to its intended 
task. We're sure there are some dubious 
ropes manufactured in countries operating 
outside of the regulatory norms so if you 
don't recognise the brand, you need to 
think twice. There are inevitably some 
very good Chinese ropes being rebranded 
but on the whole you're best buying ropes 
branded by the manufacturer. 
Concurrently with ropes being used every day on jobs 
we used some sample 5m lengths to look at how they 
fared through 4 types of hardware at regular and ultra-
high loads. Far higher than you would see in climbing 
unless there had been a catastrophe so hopefully an 
unrealistically brutal challenge and too informal to 
be able to give you a set of definitive figures in a data 
table. We were impressed. We generally expect to see 
plenty of core exposure on high load destructive testing 
but the GripFlex was up to the task – if you look at the 
1/2" 16-strand rope above you'll see how it stood up 
to a toothed cam on an admittedly older ascender. As 
expected, the cam enclosure unfolded as it always does 
with pressed plate ascenders, and the cam inverted at 
4kN. Enough damage to make you retire that section of 
rope but nothing that would cause you to hit the deck. 
No sign of the white core fibres we usually expect to 
see on 11-12mm kernmantle but this 
blue version is the 16-strand so it's a 
relatively chunky sheath in a slightly 
larger diameter so the cam enclosure 
usually unfolds earlier with less direct 
pressure applied by the toothed cam. 
Still, it's good to know that it doesn't 
disintegrate at the first sign of trouble. 
A safer but more realistic test was 
using a ribbed cam (on At-Height's 
multi-material rope grab-right). Ribbed 
or smooth profile cams are much 
more forgiving than teeth but are 
not as efficient when it comes to icy, 
wet and dirty ropes. It's not that they 
couldn't sever or damage a rope if 
it's too large a diameter or if the cam 
pivot is not well enough designed. 
It's that there is a small gap or indent 
between the cam-enclosure and the 
cam at full compression that is enough 
to allow the rope to flatten and either 
slip or be grabbed across it's widest 
surface area rather than at a tight 
pinch-point. Inevitably there is some 
forcing of the sheath over the core in 
either a kernmantle or braided rope as 
it is squeezed through the mangle 

but we saw very little in all three of these ropes up to 
around 1.8kN and nothing that didn't 'rebound' and 
allow full use of the rope again. In ropes with too much 
milking, the extra thickening of the sheath ahead of the 
cam can result in more damage or catastrophic failure as 
the cam bites into more material and generates higher 
loads with no prospect of slipping. So we simulated 
that by easing off the load at <2kN with a 'lump' having 
gathered ahead of the cam then reapplied load with 
the rope now considerably fatter at the cam entry. 

In the image below of the 24-strand GripFlex (green/purple) 
you can see the difference between an unloaded but much 
fatter rope entering the cam at the bottom to the thinner, 
heavily loaded rope above – this went to 8kN on the 12 and 
24-strand ropes before we stopped with some furring and 
recoverable compression. Interestingly, we stopped at 5kN 
on the blue 16-strand with nylon core as we noticed more 
furring and glazing of surface fibres. NOT, we hasten to add, 
the image opposite which is the damage sustained through 
the toothed cam but you can see where glazing becomes 

full-on black melted fibres in the middle image. There was 
again nothing that would concern us in terms of impending 
failure so a hearty pass for all three ropes but in this particular 
test the 12 and 24-strand with polyester core seemed to fare 
better than the nylon core despite the fact that its the sheath 
being affected which is polyester on all three. A difference in 
core compression behaviour perhaps. You can see the actual 
manufacturer specifications in the table on p68. When it comes 
to descenders/hybrids we were really looking at how fluidly  
the three ropes passed through the Akimbo, Rope Runner and

www.arbclimber.comwww.arbclimber.com
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SPECIFICATIONS 
APEX 1.5 Single Swivel Pulley

Model #:   NFPA165120
Material:   Aluminum, Stainless Steel 
Finish:  Anodized, Blue/Grey
Dimensions:  5.8” x 2.9” 
Weight:   10.8oz (306g)
MBS:  38kN
WLL:  9.4kN
Rope size:  up to 13mm
Sheave Major Diameter: 2.0”
Sheave Tread Diameter:  1.5”
*NFPA-G Certified

Triple-action lock combines security 
with industry leading ergonomics

Symmetrical body streamlines 
rigging with prusiks

Swinging sideplate allows for 
midline rope attachment

Cold-forged swivel eye is textile friendly 
& accommodates up to three carabiners

A NEW  REVOLUTION OF PULLEY

To create our new Apex Swivel Pulley, we combined 54 
years of design and manufacturing knowledge with an 
uncompromising program of innovation, prototyping and 
user feedback. 

The result is unmatched security and deceptively simple 
operation. This robust, American-made pulley will give 
you the confidence to complete your operation, no mat-
ter how complex the challenge.

SEATTLE MANUFACTURING CORPORATION | 6930 SALASHAN PARKWAY, FERNDALE, WASHINGTON 98248 
1-800-426-6251  |  WWW.SMCGEAR.COM

HAND BUILT IN THE NORTHWEST

GEAR REVIEWGEAR REVIEW
Unicender using constant load input and whether there was any discernible 
difference between the three sheath strand counts but also ended checking for 
any damage at high loads if indeed there was any. We would normally use the 
ZigZag but this only really fitted the 11.7mm 24-strand rope. The Akimbo and 
RopeRunner of course can be adjusted to better fit a huge range of rope diameters 
and definitive testing with these would yield infinite results so we just stuck with 
our one setting just above our usual for a 12mm rope. There was remarkably 
little to choose between the 12 and 16-strand with both being consistent in their 
slippage through the Rope Runner and the Akimbo at about 1.6kN but we have to 
say that these were brand new, shiny ropes, had we used older, well used ropes 
that tend to fatten up it may have been a different story with the 12mm expected 
to be slightly harder work. The 24-strand was noticeably smoother through all three 
devices as you might expect of an 11.7mm rope and showed no obvious damage 
when loaded to 5.5kN but it was showing far more sheath milking than the other 
two which were negligible but we again expect this of double braids. The Unicender 
proved a little more aggressive for the larger diameter 12 and 16-strand with 
pronounced compression where the rope passes over the quite narrow sidewalls of 
the Unicender's 'chain-links'. You can see in the image below how it appears once 
loadings go over normal body weights. In the end we took both ropes to about 
8kN (with no failures) but not surprisingly, the white 12-strand never really fully 
recovered at those compression points. 

For day-to-day working, all three ropes have excellent handling, knot-tying and 
great visibility in the tree but when running through our various hybrids, descenders 
and ascenders, it's instantly noticeable that I'm on a thicker rope, even though the 
11.7mm 24-strand is close to what I use now so if you like more grip on a rope that 
still fits your hardware, this is for you. We expected the 12-strand to be softest with 
the 24-strand a bit stiffer but they all have a remarkably consistent, confidence-
inspiring feel. In fact, with the more traditional larger diameter 1/2" which I have 
moved away from but many still swear by, 
the improved grip almost had me considering 
a change back. Almost but not quite, once 
you find a sweet combination of hardware 
and rope diameter which matches your own 
weight and working method it's difficult to 
adjust everything to suit a different rope 
with different handling characteristics even 
if it is as good a quality as these GripFlex 
are. However, there are plenty of arborists 
out there who swear by 1/2" and for them 
the larger GripFlex is unlikely to disappoint. 
Double braiders may be as surprised as us at 
the quality of the 24-strand (all three ropes in 
fact), but this is clearly not a 'budget' rope. It 
is priced at 96c or $3.15/m which compares 
favourably to the Yale Blue Moon at 94c and 
the Teufelberger Tachyon at 90c. 

One of our climbers, James, took a particular 
shine to the GripFlex and despite being a 
long-time user of New England's Hi Vee and 
latterly, Teufelberger's X-Static and drenaLINE, ended up using the blue 16 strand as his regular rope. His views came in as we 
went to press but they duplicate/corroborate some of the points already mentioned: The rope feels very nice in the hand. It has a 
smooth outer layer and is a large diameter rope which gives it a chunky graspable feel, [ED: James preferred 'grippable' but that 
doesn't appear to be a word although it should be] great when wet. It doesn’t have a noticeable separation between the sheath 
and the core, nor does it milk. It feels 'solid' maybe even a little stiff with use but with a little bit of bounce under load. Very durable, 
minimal fluffing of the sheath in several months of steady use in all conditions and continues to be no noticeable milking of the 
outer sheath. This is a very nice rope that suits all arb purposes. The only issue is that it's slightly too large a diameter for easy use 
in the Petzl ZigZag; It doesn't self tend under its own weight and there's a little too much friction. The colour is bright enough and 
contrasts well to be easily seen by ground crew. 

Atlantic Braids may be familiar to many of you but it wasn't to us so it's good to find such a capable manufacturer to add to our list 
of favourites. As for the name GripFlex, it does seem entirely appropriate to this well made and highly functional series of ropes. 

The nylon cored 16strand being compressed The nylon cored 16strand being compressed 
at very high loads in excess of 5kN by the at very high loads in excess of 5kN by the 
Rock Exotica UnicenderRock Exotica Unicender

The polyester The polyester 
cored 12 strand cored 12 strand 
being compressed being compressed 
at very high loads at very high loads 
in excess of 6kN in excess of 6kN 
by the Notch Rop-by the Notch Rop-
eRunner. It ends eRunner. It ends 
up flatter and up flatter and 
slightly furred slightly furred 
but recoverable. but recoverable. 
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Being effective in your daily work as an arborist means mastering advanced techniques
and having the best equipment to efficiently move around and position yourself in the
trees. Here's Waldo Etherington in his element at Stourhead Arboretum in Wiltshire.

Tree care solution includes a ZIGZAG PLUS
mechanical Prusik, a CHICANE auxiliary braking
device and a 11.6 mm FLOW low stretch
kernmantel rope. www.petzl.com


